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ABSTRACT 
 

This chapter describes and analyses different types of interaction between citation tone pitch and various laryngeal settings 

found in Wu Chinese. It does this with auditory, acoustic and physiological data of speakers from nine different sites, 

representing five of the main linguistic areas of Wu: Tongxiang 桐乡, Changyinsha长阴沙 and Zhenhai 镇海, from the 

Taihu 太湖 area; Longyou 龙游, Jinyun 缙云 and Longquan 龙泉, from the Chuqu 楚衢 area; Yongkang 永康, from the 

Wuzhou 婺州 area, Pingyang 平阳, from the Oujiang 瓯江 area; and Tiantai 天台, from the Taizhou 台州 area. It is 

argued on the basis of both phonological and quantified phonetic data that tone in Wu interacts with a register system 

involving phonation type and various aspects of segmental phonology and phonetics. The complex tonal pitch typical of 

Wu dialects is thereby shown to actually be the result of interaction between register and a much simpler tonal pitch 

system. 

 

Keywords: Tone, phonation type, register, depression, Wu dialects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well-known that all varieties of Chinese are tonal. This means that they belong to a type of language where pitch is an 

integral part of a word: it signals a word’s identity, just as much as its vowels and consonants. Say the English word ‘see’ 

with a high level pitch – [siː  ] – and you have said poem 诗 in Hong Kong Cantonese. Say ‘see’ with a mid level pitch – 

[siː ] – and you have said try 试. Lower your pitch a little [siː ] and the word becomes event 事. And a pitch rising from 

low to high [si:  ] will unfortunately get you saying shit 屎.  Examples like this may be found ad libitum from any Chinese 

dialect.  The point is, though, that if we want to represent the sounds that convey poem in Cantonese we obviously have to 

include pitch: the sound shape of the word poem, indicated between braces, is { siː + high level pitch }; likewise for try  – 

its sound shape is {siː + mid level pitch}. This leads to the received linguistic definition of a tone language as one where 

pitch is part of the phonological representation of words (Yip 2002: 4, Hyman 2006: 229).  

 

None of this is remotely controversial. But let us now travel several hundred kilometres north-east of Hong Kong to Tiantai 

天台,a county in the eastern part of Zhejiang province. Here too, just as in Hong Kong, we can elicit conventional tonal 

contrasts – word differences based on pitch. For example in the dialect of Sanhezhen 三合镇, [taʊ  ], with a high level 

pitch
1
, means arrive 到, whereas [taʊ  ], with a high falling pitch, means knife 刀. However the word for island 岛 is 

different. In mid-vowel the speaker momentarily changes the way their vocal folds are vibrating. It sounds like a break in 

the middle of the vowel. The word has a pitch falling from high to low and then recovering slightly to lower-mid, and we 

                                                           
1
 The transcription of tonal pitch in this chapter poses somewhat of a problem. I find it theoretically preferable to use iconic symbols like 

  or   because they embody the desirable amount of precision. For example [ ] can be taken to mean simply a level pitch at or near the 

top of the speaker’s pitch range, or [ ] means a falling pitch traversing more or less all their pitch range. Unfortunately, the pitch shapes 

of Wu tones can get quite complicated and sometimes exceed the bounds of what is practically feasible without something more 

sophisticated than Unicode phonetic font. In that case I have had recourse to the other method of pitch transcription sanctioned by the 

IPA, namely Chao’s (1930) ‘tone letters’. This widely used method quantizes a speaker’s modal pitch range into five discrete values, for 

example [55] for a high level pitched tone. The use of integers, however, runs the danger of implying an unwarranted precision, and tonal 

pitch shapes cannot be accurately represented phonetically with a five point scale (Rose 2014). Please be prepared, therefore, to find both 

methods used in this chapter and to bear in mind their limitations. 
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might represent it phonetically as [ta
ʔ
aʊ   ]

2
, using a glottal stop symbol  [

ʔ
] to represent the break. Sometimes there is no 

phonation recovery after the break, in which case the speaker’s voice becomes creaky to the end and the pitch is high 

falling. This can be represented as [taa ʊ   ], using the symbol [   ] for creaky voice. We see in these examples, then, a word’s 

identity being signalled by both pitch and phonation type and there are many minimal triplets like this e.g. [ku  ]  aunt 姑 

vs. [ku   ] reason 故 vs. [ku
ʔ
u  ] ancient 古; or [tɐŋ  ] lamp 灯 vs. [tɐŋ  ] stool 凳 vs. [tɐ

ʔ
ɐŋ  ] wait 等.  

 

Now, minimal pairs like [taʊ  ] knife and [ta
ʔ
aʊ   ] (or [taa ʊ   ]) island differ in phonation type while sharing a high falling 

pitch, and therefore they show phonation type is acting independently of pitch to signal word identity. However, it makes 

phonological sense to consider both phonation type and pitch as properties of the linguistic category of tone, as the 

phonation type is not orthogonal to pitch. That is, although in this variety falling pitch can have both interrupted /creaky 

and modal phonation, high level pitch cannot, and thus there is not a contrast in phonation type for every separately 

demonstrable pitch  It therefore makes phonological sense to simply say that words with high falling pitch and interrupted 

/creaky phonation are simply instances of a separate ‘interrupted’ or ‘creaky’ tone. (This is also, in passing, one of the 

reasons why tone is not the same as pitch).  

 

Varieties in which phonation type is considered phonologically part of tone have been called mixed or tonatory. As pointed 

out in Michaud (2012: 1) there are many such varieties in South-east Asia where “… linguistic tone cannot simply be 

equated with pitch; some tones have phonation-type characteristics as part of their phonological definition”. But this 

chapter focuses on a group of dialects which is typologically fascinating for its tonatory diversity: the Wu dialects of East-

central China’s southern Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces. Not only do these dialects exhibit different phonation types, but 

the phonation types interact tonally with pitch in different ways, not the least interesting of which is the way phonation type 

behaves in Wu’s highly complex tone sandhi. It is the purpose of this chapter, then, to describe this interaction between 

tone and phonation type with the help of quantified phonetic data and phonological observations. I will be assuming that, to 

be sure, different phonation types involve different modes of vocal fold vibration and different glottal states. However, I 

will be following the Larynx Articulator Model and its antecedents in assuming that different phonation types are also 

produced by changing laryngeal structures in addition to the folds themselves (Edmonton & Esling 1996, Esling & Harris 

2005, Moisik & Esling 2011, Moisik 2013, Esling et al. 2019). In particular, constriction at laryngeal levels above the 

glottis – the ventricular folds and the epilarynx – will be seen to play a major role in the Wu phonation types described in 

this chapter. 

 

In order to describe the interaction between tone and phonation type, I will start with a particular Wu variety (Tóngxiāng 桐

乡) which exemplifies the conceptual framework needed. This will then act as a theme in terms of which other variations 

can be introduced and described. But before that it is sensible to introduce the Wu dialects. 

 

1.1 Wu dialects 
The Wu dialects, of which Shanghai is probably the best known example, are varieties of Chinese spoken in Zhejiang and 

the southern part of Jiangsu: two of China’s East Central coastal provinces (Pan 1991). The area is large – about 120,000 

square kilometres – and, especially in the south, mountainous. They are one of the six major dialect groups of Sinitic, 

alongside Mandarin, Hakka, Yue, Xiang, Gan and Min, and constitute the second largest group in terms of speakers of 

these seven major dialect groups (Yuan 1983). They are internally heterogeneous, and there are particularly salient 

differences between varieties in the north and those in the centre and south, with the latter tending to show features which 

resemble the Min dialects lying to their south. One such difference is in the tone sandhi, with southern and central varieties 

having right dominant systems, compared to the left-dominant systems in the north. There is a generally low level of 

mutual comprehensibility, especially in the south.  

 

The Wu dialects have traditionally been considered a well-defined group either typologically, on the basis of their 

systematic three-way VOT contrast for syllable-initial stops and affricates (Chao 1967: 92, 94), or diachronically, since this 

tripartite contrast is taken to be a retention of the Middle Chinese three-way division (Chao 1928: 1). A subminimal triplet 

exemplifying this three-way contrast on palatal affricates, from the Wu dialect of Zhènhăi 镇海, is [mɪŋ ʨɪɔ    ] 明朝 

tomorrow, [mɪŋ ʥɪɔ    ] 明朝 Ming Dynasty, and [lɪŋ ʨʰɪɔ    ] 靈 巧skillful. A subminimal triplet from the dialect of 

Wēnzhou 温州showing the three-way contrast intervocalically on an alveolar stop is: [d ə te 23.331] 道德morality, [  eɪ da 

23.331] 直達 to go straight to, and [tʰɪ tʰa 4.331] 鐵塔pylon (underlining indicates the pitch shape is of short duration). It is 

also possible to list phonological and lexical features common to most Wu dialects, (Pan  1991). 

 

It is a different question whether these shared features can be explained in terms of historical development from a single 

source. At least two eminent Chinese scholars (Pan 1991, Sagart 2011) have expressed doubt that they constitute a bona-

                                                           
2
 Strictly speaking, the [ ʔ ], and later on the creaky symbol [   ], is part of the tone and therefore belongs with its pitch representation. The 

resulting “[ ʔ ]” or “[    ]” or “[ ʔ]” would be too cumbersome, however, and so I have retained the phonation type with the segmental 

transcription.  
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fide subgroup of Sinitic. In reconstructing the linguistic past (as with many other pasts) it is not retention, but innovation 

that is a valid criterion for subgrouphood. The existence of the three-way VOT contrast thus is silent about Wu as a 

separate subgroup, and it is yet to be determined whether shared innovations exist that define Wu as a subgroup of Sinitic. 

Sagart (2011) has suggested innovations in lexis which position the earliest layer of Wu, together with Min, as a part of a 

very early ancestral south-eastern subgroup. Subsequent changes, probably introduced by successive migrations from the 

north, then overlay this, making varieties of Wu appear to be a later branch. Min is assumed to have broken off before 

Middle Chinese (Norman 1988), thus Wu may also actually antedate Middle Chinese.  

 

The Wu dialects are conventionally divided into several primary linguistic areas, although sources differ a little on their 

number. The Language Atlas of China (Zhengzhang 1987) lists six: Tàihú 太湖 , Táizhou 台州, Ōujiāng 瓯江, Wùzhou 婺

州, Chǔqú 楚衢 and Xuānzhou宣州.These are not subgroups sensu strictu, as the division is not based on unusual 

linguistic developments within comparative reconstruction, but, as with Wu dialects as a group, on a mixture of historical 

and typological features. Several of these areas, especially Taihu, the largest, are further subdivided. Fig 1.1 shows a map 

of the Wu dialect area in Zhejiang and Jiangsu, showing the primary linguistic areas and sites mentioned in this chapter.  

 

The Wu dialects were among the first to be researched and described with western linguistic methods. Liu Fu (aka Liu 

Bannong) published a description of acoustic aspects of Jiangyin tones and consonants made with a kymograph in 1925, 

and Chao Yuen-Ren’s 1928 virtuoso monograph on the Wu dialects is unlikely ever to be surpassed as a descriptive work. 

Chao – he was a musician, as well as philosopher, physicist, composer, linguist and translator – used a sliding pitch-pipe to 

imitate the melody of his informants’ tones. His musical tonal transcriptions are so good that one can actually derive 

acoustic values from them that can be compared with the modern data (Rose 1993). Kennedy’s (1953) description of left-

to-right tone spreading in Tangsic documented autosegmental behaviour of tone several decades before autosegmental 

phonology delinked its first tone from its first tone bearing unit. 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Map of Wu area in the provinces of Zhejiang and Jiangsu, showing linguistic areas and sites mentioned. Red 

dashed lines = boundaries of Wu linguistic areas. Dot-dashed line = boundary of Zhejiang province. 
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The Wu dialects are probably best known for their complexity in matters tonal: the variety of tonal pitch shapes; the 

interaction with segmentals, the relationship between tone and morpho-syntactic structure, revealed in their tone sandhi. 

And last but not least, involvement in tonal contrast of dimensions other than pitch. This makes them a goldmine for 

phoneticians and phonologists seeking to analyse, model and understand the ways humans encode meaning in sound. A 

goldmine that has to be mined carefully, however, with phonetically adequate descriptions. 

 

 

1.2 Getting the names right 
There is a very famous passage in the Confucian Analects about naming things properly. It starts with the warning 名不正

則言不順 … “If names be not correct, language is not in accordance with the truth of things” (Legge 1976). Although its 

proper interpretation probably has more to do with titles than names, it reminds us that it is important to get the names of 

things right: one word used with many different meanings spells trouble. Tone is one such word. It will be found used in the 

literature to refer to toneme, allotone, autosegmental tone, morphotoneme, tonal allomorph, pitch, F0, and linguistic / 

phonological / phonetic category. The complex nature of the relationship between a speaker’s isolation and tone-sandhi 

forms also means that sometimes a statement like a high rising tone becomes a falling tone before an upper level tone is 

capable of rather different construal depending on whether underlying phonological constructs (morphotonemes, tonemes) 

are meant by tone, or their realisations (allomorphs, allotones). Rather than try to demystify the situation here, I will just 

warn that I will also be using tone in several of these senses.  

 

Because the descriptions in this chapter are both impressionistic and acoustic, and provide plenty of examples where 

fundamental frequency (F0) does not reflect tonal pitch, it is best not to follow current practice, where pitch is often used as 

a synonym for F0. Instead, the referents of both terms are clearly distinguished: pitch as the main perceptual correlate of 

the linguistic category of tone, and F0 – the rate of repetition of the complex radiated speech wave – as its main acoustic 

correlate (cf. Rose 1989a).  

 

1.3 Sources 
There is a relatively enormous amount of largely auditory descriptions of Wu tonal pitch. Chao (1928), Qian (1992), Fu et 

al. (1985), Cao (2002), JSSHFYGK (1960) are all invaluable examples, with many sites described. There are also 

descriptions of individual sites, too numerous to mention separately. The citation tonal acoustics of several Wu sites can be 

found in You & Yang (2001). In this literature, however, phonation type is typically either not mentioned, or linked to 

Onset obstruents. In this chapter I have preferred to make use of recordings made by myself and colleagues over the last 40 

or so years. In that way one has access to the data for further acoustic analysis, especially of phonation type. Perhaps more 

importantly, it can be made available to other interested parties for checking and re-analysis.  

 

I have used three main sources, stretching back about 45 years: (1) Recordings made by Prof. Zhu Xiaonong 朱晓农 and 

his assistant in the mid to late 90’s as part of his post-doctoral survey of Wu tones and tone sandhi funded by a large 

fellowship grant from the Australian Research Council. (2) Recordings made about a decade earlier by Prof. William 

Ballard as part of his survey of tones and tone sandhi in southern Wu varieties, funded by the US National Endowment for 

Humanities (Ballard 1992). (3) Recordings made by my students and myself over about the last 45 years, but consisting 

primarily of tape-recordings I made in the mid-70’s, of older speakers from the north-east of the Zhejiang area around 

Ningbo.  

 

2. TONGXIANG CITATION TONES: THE WU TONATION TEMPLATE 

I will start by using examples from a male speaker from Shiqiao 史桥 in the county of Tongxiang 桐乡, in the north of the 

Wu area (see map, fig. 1.1). The description is based on recordings made by Prof. Zhu Xiaonong in the mid-90’s.  

 

In Tongxiang any monosyllabic word (including monosyllables used for demonstrating citation tones) belongs exhaustively 

to one of eight phonologically defined types. Conventionally, these eight different types would be called tones. This reflects 

the fact that they clearly differ in pitch. However, one of the phonologically interesting things about Wu – and one of the 

points this chapter will make – is that Wu tones typically differ in more aspects than pitch. To illustrate this, table 2.1 gives 

examples of the eight Tongxiang tones.  Note that six of the tone names in the left hand column refer just to pitch shape, 

but two incorporate both length (short) and phonation offset (stopped).   

 

The right-hand column of table 2.1 reproduces the values for Tongxiang county tones given in Fu et al. (1985: 108). As 

most Chinese sources do, they use Chao’s well-known (1930) ‘tone-letters’ to describe pitch. As mentioned above, one 

should be careful not to attribute too much precision to the Chao letters (Rose 2014). Thus, for example [33] is best 

interpreted as level pitch somewhere in the middle of the speaker’s pitch range, not precisely in the middle (like the 
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Table 2.1. Phonetically transcribed examples of the eight Tongxiang citation tones.  

The right bracket symbol under the vowel is a voice quality symbol indicating slack voice (Ball et al. 2018).  

 

Shiqiao Speaker 
Fu et al. 

(1985) 

mid level pʊ 波 wave tɑ  刀 knife sɿ 诗 poem 33 

high fall pʊ 捕 supplement tɑ 岛 island sɿ 史 history 53 

mid dipping pʊ 布 cloth tɑ 到 arrive sɿ 试 try 334 

low rise b ʊ  爬 climb d ɑ  逃 flee z ɿ   时 time 22 

mid fall ʥ i  跪 kneel d ɑ  稻 rice z ɿ   士 scholar 41 

delayed low rise  b ʊ  步step dɑ  道 way z ɿ  事 event 223 

short stopped high  pʊ ˀ 八 eight tɐ ˀ 得 get sə ˀ    失 lose 5 

short stopped low b ɔ  ˀ 拔 uproot d ɐ  ˀ 特 special z ə  ˀ 实 real 2 

 
Figure 2.1. The Wu tonation template exemplified with acoustics of eight citation tones from a Tongxiang 

speaker. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.) 

 

 TRUNCATION 

non-truncated truncated 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 

 

probability of observing an exact value in a distribution, the probability of getting it exactly in the middle would in any case 

be zero). Or [53] is best interpreted as a pitch which falls from high in the speaker’s range towards low; not that it starts 

precisely at the top of their range and falls to precisely the middle. Bearing that caveat in mind, it can be seen that the pitch 

values of the Shiqiao speaker’s tones agree well with those reported for Tongxiang county. The only large discrepancy is 

that Fu et al. (1985) describe a low level pitch [22] corresponding to the low rise of the Shiqiao speaker. There is 

unresolvable uncertainty here as to what this difference reflects. It could be due to between-speaker differences in any 

combination of location, age, sex, or transcriber response. It does highlight, however, the usefulness of having the 

acoustics: uncertainty is thereby somewhat lessened. 

 

The most important thing to understand from the array in table 2.1 is that differences between the eight tones involve 

several pervasive co-occurring and recurrent prosodic and segmental features in addition to pitch. This is a complex idea 

and is best clarified by first rearranging the tones in table 1 into the matrix in fig. 2.1, and adding for good measure some 

tonal acoustics to enable some quantified observations. This resulting Wu Tonation Template can then function as a 

framework in terms of which the interaction between tone and phonation type will be explored in other varieties of Wu.  
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It can be seen that the eight Tongxiang tones in table 2.1 have been arranged along two dimensions. Truncation runs along 

the top, with features [non-truncated and truncated], and register down the side, with features [upper and lower]. This 

arrangement implies that the eight Tongxiang tones do not simply constitute an unrelated octet, but factor nicely into two 

orthogonal dimensions.  The next sections will characterise these dimensions. 

 

3. TRUNCATION 

The first, horizontal, dimension of fig. 2.1 – truncation – partitions the tones into two natural classes (truncated, non-

truncated) on the basis of two salient prosodic features: phonation offset and duration; but they also differ segmentally, in 

vowel quality and potential Rhyme contrasts.   

 

Pre-pausally, truncated tones end in a glottal stop, and this is the link between truncation and phonation, as glottal stops are 

a way of stopping the vibration of the vocal folds as abruptly as possible (the only other way is by pulling them apart) 

(Esling et al. 2019: 48). Glottal stops are often described in the phonetic and phonological literature as simply a constriction 

of the glottis, but their production is more complicated. There is certainly constriction at the glottis, with the folds pulled 

together by fully adducted arytenoids. But there is also constriction at locations above the vocal folds and thus in a vertical 

dimension as well as lateral. The ventricular folds, located immediately above the vocal folds, are typically approximated 

and may meet, thus contributing an additional latero-medial compression. In a particularly strong glottal stop – also termed 

an epiglottal stop – the epiglottis may also approximate the aryepiglottic folds: a postero-anterior compression. All this, 

with its complicated anatomical terminology is best demonstrated laryngoscopically, with four frames taken during my 

production of a post-vocalic strong glottal stop. (The laryngoscope is inserted through the nose and down into the throat.) 

Fig. 3.1A shows the start of the glottal stop gesture: the arytenoids are touching, the vocal folds are almost closed, the 

ventricular folds are beginning to approximate. The angle subtended by the aryeppiglottic folds is a tad more than 90 

degrees but there is still some distance between the epiglottic tubercle and the cuneiform cartilages. Fig. 3.1B shows the 

lips of the ventricular folds now almost touching – to the extent that the vocal folds are no longer visible. The aryeppiglottic 

angle is now greater than 90 degrees, which shows that the aryepiglottic folds have been pulled towards the epiglottis, with 

a consequent reduction in the distance between the epiglottic tubercle and the cuneiform cartilages. In fig 3.1C ventricular 

incursion is almost complete and antero-posterior compression has also increased between epiglottic tubercle and 

cuneiform cartilages. In the final stage in fig. 3.1D antero-posterior compression is complete, with the aryepiglottic angle 

close to 180 degrees and the cuneiform cartilages making contact with the epiglottic tubercle.  
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Fig. 3.2 shows typical acoustics of word-final glottal stops. The left panel shows the Tongxiang word [b ɐ  ˀ  ] 白white; the 

right panel shows the word [sɔ ˀ  ] 雪 snow, from a female speaker of Ciqi dialect, a Wu dialect from the same Taihu 

linguistic area as Tongxiang (I have cut off most of the [s] for clarity). The waveform in both examples shows fairly regular 

pulse-to-pulse variation in fundamental frequency and amplitude (so-called jitter and shimmer) up to about the last 5 

centiseconds before phonation offset, where there are a few pulses with higher jitter and shimmer before cessation of 

phonation. These glottal pulses indicate interference with the normal pattern of vocal fold vibration from constriction of the 

higher false folds, loading the vocal folds and stopping their vibration. The lower F-pattern (F1, F2, F3) shows no 

perturbation at offset compared to the typical onset F-pattern perturbation. This indicates absence of supralaryngeal tract 

movement. The token in the right panel has an audible release of the glottal stop which can be seen acoustically just after 

csec 20. This indicates a Rhyme duration (vowel plus glottal stop) of about 18 centiseconds, comparable to the non-

truncated tones. 

 

                                        
 

                                       
 

Figure 3.1. Frames from a laryngoscopic video illustrating stages in the production of a strong (epiglottic) stop. Subject 

is facing towards the bottom. aa = aryepiglottic angle, ae = aryepiglottic folds, c = cuneiform cartilages, et = epiglottic 

tubercle, f = left ventricular fold, t = right vocal fold. 
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The second salient difference between truncated and non-truncated tones is in duration:  truncated tones have short vowels. 

Just how short can be seen in fig. 2.1. In non-truncated citation tones the vowel duration lasts between 15 and 30 

centiseconds, depending on F0 shape; in truncated tones the vowel duration is between 5 and 10 centiseconds. Thus 

truncated tones have vowels of about a third the length of non-truncated tones. Note that, unless the glottal stop is released, 

as in the right-hand token of fig. 3.2, one cannot determine the duration of the Rhyme, and so the appropriate domain for 

comparison here is the duration of the vowel, not the Rhyme. 

 

In close juncture, truncated tones in Wu dialects typically lose their glottal stop but retain their short vocalic duration. Close 

juncture usually refers to word-internal boundaries. For example, before a pause the word 笔 pen is [pɪ ˀ  ], with a short 

vowel and a final glottal stop. In the compound word 笔记notes, however, where it occurs before the morpheme 记 to 

record [ʨi], pen no longer has a glottal stop, but retains its short vowel: [pɪ ʨi]. Boundaries within verb-object constructions 

are also typical sites for glottal stop loss. For example, in the verb-object construction  [ʨʰyɔ  lɑʨiu] 吃老酒 to drink wine, 

the verbal morpheme eat/drink  lacks the glottal stop that it has pre-pausally: [ʨʰyɔ ˀ].  Glottal stop loss can also extend to 

less syntactically cohesive boundaries in faster speech. The loss of the glottal stop in close juncture is considered a 

characteristic of Wu (Chao 1967). Truncated tones are thus invariantly characterised by short vocalic duration, whereas the 

glottal stop is not always present. This would seem to identify duration as a more important characteristic
3
.   

 

Table 3.1.  Rhymes in Tongxiang 

truncated tones. 
 FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

HIGH   ˀ     ˀ 
MID    ˀ  
LOW    ˀ  

  

Truncated tones also differ from non-truncated tones segmentally, in the number and nature of possible Rhymes. The 

Rhymes that can occur in truncated tones are very few, and built around a set of four monophthongs. These are shown in a 

conventional height-backness chart in table 3.1, where it can be seen that they form a conventional triangular system with 

an additional mid-central vowel. A minimal quadruplet illustrating the four monophthongal Rhymes in truncated tones is 

[tɪ ˀ  ] 的 target ; [tɐ ˀ  ] 答 respond ; [tə ˀ  ]  德 virtue;  [tʊ ˀ  ] 督 governor. There are also three opening diphthongal 

Rhymes composed of a monophthongal target preceded by a high front or high back target, for example iɐ ˀ and uɐ ˀ.  

 

In contrast to the simplicity of the truncated Rhyme system, there are many Rhymes in non-truncated tones, which belong 

to three sub-types: monophthongal, diphthongal, and nasal. The six monophthongal Rhymes are arranged in height-

backness format in table 3.2. As can be seen it is a rather lop-sided system with no mid back vowel. The [ɨ] is the so-called 

apical vowel traditionally represented as [ɿ] which only occurs after alveolar affricates and fricatives. It still contrasts with 

[i] because in Tongxiang [i] can also occur after these consonants, e.g. [z i  ] 齐 together vs. [z ɨ  ] 时 time.  

                                                           
3
 This is probably the best place to note that I use the term truncated simply in the sense of ending abruptly. I do not intend the term 

truncation to imply that the truncated tones derive from an underlyingly non-truncated tone.   

    
 

Figure 3.2. Waveform and spectrogram with superimposed formants showing acoustics of word-final glottal-stop in 

Tongxiang [b ɐ  ˀ  ] 白 white  (left) and Ciqi [sɔ ˀ  ] 雪snow (right).  X-axis = duration (csec.), y-axis = spectrographic 

frequency (Hz). 
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Table 3.2. Monophthongal Rhymes in 

Tongxiang non-truncated tones 

 FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

HIGH i ɨ         u 
MID   E   
LOW  a ɑ 

  

In order to show the difference between truncated and non-truncated tones in vowel acoustics, their conventional F1-F2 

plot is given in the left panel of fig. 3.3. Except for /ɨ/, which can only occur after alveolars, the tokens are balanced with 

respect to effect of place of articulation of Onset. After Fant (1973: ch.3), the formants have been converted to mels to give 

a better idea of their perceptual position. 95% ellipses have been inscribed to show the range of variation found. The 

truncated monophthongs can be seen to differ from the non-truncated monophthongs in two respects: they are less 

peripheral, and show greater variation. The greater variation may be due to the smaller number of contrasting truncated 

vowels. In order to give a better idea of the effect of the difference in variation between truncated and non-truncated 

vowels, the right panel of fig. 3.3 shows their bivariate-normal density plot (/E/ and /ɑ/ and have been omitted for clarity).  

It can be seen that the non-truncated vowels are associated with much greater densities than the truncated. 

 

 
In addition to its correlation with segmental structure, the truncation dimension also defines natural classes of importance 

for tone sandhi, where [+truncated] tones often behave differently in tone sandhi from [-truncated] tones. For example, in 

disyllabic words with a high level tone on the first syllable morpheme, the pitch on the second syllable is low if its tone is 

truncated, otherwise it is high, spread from the tone on the first syllable. (The pitch on the first syllable is the same as the 

citation tone pitch, i.e.mid level, before non-truncated tones. Before the following low truncated pitch it dissimilates 

upward slightly to a mid, slightly rising pitch.)  Examples are at [3.1] 

 

[kɑ ləʉ   ] 高楼 high rise building  <  [kɑ  ] 高 high            +  [lə ʉ  ] 楼building                        [3.1] 

                                   [tɪe tɑ   ] 颠倒  reverse                     <  [tɪe  ] 颠 turn over     +  [tɑ  ] 倒 fall  

                                   [s   ʨɪɐ ˀ     ] 山脚  foothills              <  [s    ] 山 mountain   +  [ʨɪɐ ˀ  ] 脚 foot                                       

                                   [fɐŋ  ɔ ˀ     ] 风俗  customs               <  [fɐŋ  ] 风 wind         +  [ ɔ ˀ  ] 俗 custom                                      

 

4. REGISTER 

The register dimension shown vertically in fig 2.1 divides the eight tones into two natural classes of four. As with the 

truncation dimension, this is on the basis of both prosodic features and segmental features. The prosodic features are 

associated with pitch and phonation type, and the segmental features are associated with syllable Onset. The prosodic 

features are treated first. 

 

4.1 Register and pitch 
The Wu dialect citation tones are often described as belonging to a higher and lower pitched series, and this has been 

suggested as a typological characteristic of Wu. For example: 

  
 

Figure 3.3. F-pattern in truncated and non-truncated monophthongs. Left = F1-F2 plot. X-axis = F2 in mels. Y-axis = 

F1 in mels. Red = truncated vowels. Right = bivariate-normal densities for truncated and non-truncated monophthongs. 
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“The tone values vary greatly, except that the upper and lower are phonetically so, more so that in some other 

dialects.” Chao (1967).  

 

 “… lower register tones in Wu are regularly lower in pitch than their corresponding upper register 

counterparts.”  Norman (1988: 202).  

 

“由于吴语的声母分清浊,在大部分地区清音声母总比相对应的浊音声母发音偏高, 所以吴语各地区

声调普遍地区分阴调类和阳调类.”[Because Wu dialect Onsets are divided into voiced and voiceless, in 

the large part of the Wu area the voiceless Onsets generally tend to be higher than the corresponding voiced 

Onsets. Therefore in each part of the Wu area the tonal space is divided into a yin tone category and a yang 

tone category.] Qian (1992: 20). 

 

“Each tone is split into a high (yin) and a low (yang) according to the voicing and tenseness of the initials 

(except for the shang tone which is split in some dialects only).”  Zhengzhang (1987: B9).  
 

It appears from table 2.1 that the difference between upper and lower register Tongxiang tones is reflected in pitch, in that 

the upper register tones lie higher in the pitch range than the lower. However, the mean F0 plots in fig. 2.1 suggest this 

might not be straightforward to quantify: the F0 of the lower register mid falling tone, for example, starts at the same point 

as that of the upper register mid dipping tone. To better illustrate this, fig. 4.1 shows how the tones’ mean F0 relate 

paradigmatically for two different sets of tones from this speaker. The set on the left is from citation tones on CV syllables 

controlled with respect to both manner of C (an unaspirated stop) and vowel height (balanced high and low vowels). The 

other set is from a very much larger corpus of citation forms designed to elicit all likely contrasts in both Onset and Rhyme. 

The mid point of the F0 range, estimated as the half-way point between maximum and minimum F0, is indicated with a 

dotted line. 

 

It can be seen that it is not possible to partition the tones into and upper and lower set based on their F0. To be sure, the low 

rising, low delayed rising and short stopped low tones lie in the bottom half of the speaker’s F0 range, and the mid level 

and short stopped almost completely in the upper half. However, the upper register mid dipping tone F0 lies wholly in the 

lower half of the F0 range, and well below the lower register mid fall tone for most of its time course; and also the high fall 

tone has at least a third of its duration in the lower half of the F0 range. Onset F0 will also not serve to define register, again 

due to the low onset of the mid dipping tone. Thus do tonological definitions of register simplistically based on a division 

of pitch into two equal halves (e.g. Yip 2002) flounder on the phonetics of dialects like this. 

 

There is, however, a relative sense in which the upper register tones can be said to have a higher pitch/F0. This is if the 

tones are first paired by contour, such that a lower register tone is considered to have a similar contour as an upper register 

tone, but with a lowered onset. In other words, considering the lower register tones as depressed versions of the upper 

(Rose 2002). This is the way they are arranged in fig.2.1. Thus mid- and delayed low rising tones form an upper and lower 

register pair, as do high- and mid-falling, mid level and low rising, and high- and low-short stopped tones. 

 

It is important to point out that this pairing-by-depression, which could otherwise appear ad-hoc for the purpose of rescuing 

a pitch-based definition of register, is phonologically underwritten by the behaviour of tones in tone sandhi. Thus mid-level 

and low rising tones constitute a natural class based on their sandhi behaviour, as do mid and delayed low rising, high and 

mid falling, and high and low short stopped tones. The importance of this point warrants examples. In the Shiqiao speaker’s 

    
 

Figure 4.1. Mean fundamental frequency plotted against mean duration for two sets of citation tones from a Tongxiang 

speaker. Thin dotted line indicates mid-point of F0 range. Thick dots indicate F0 onset perturbations. 
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lexical tone sandhi, if the first syllable of a disyllabic word has a high falling tone, the pitch of the word will differ 

depending on the tone of the second syllable. If it is either mid level or low rising (tones in the first column in fig. 2.1), the 

pitch will be [high fall + low level]. Examples are shown at [4.1]. 

 

[pɑ  ] 宝 valuable + [tɑ  ] 刀 knife  >  [pɑ tɑ    ] 宝刀 precious sword                                                       [4.1] 

                          [tsɐn  ] 枕 pillow + [d əʉ  ] 头 nominal suffix  >  [tsɐn dəʉ    ] 宝 pillow  

 

If, however, the tone on the second syllable is any of high fall, mid fall, mid dipping or delayed low rising, the pitch of the 

word will be [high level + mid fall]. Examples are at [4.2]. 

 

 [pɑ  ] 宝 valuable + [peɪ  ] 贝valuable  >  [pɑ peɪ    ] 宝贝 valuable                                                         [4.2] 

                          [mu  ] 马 horse + [d ʊŋ  ] 桶 bucket  >  [mu dʊŋ    ] 马桶 toilet                                                         

 

These examples demonstrate that mid level and low rising tones constitute a natural class. Analogous examples can be 

adduced from differential lexical tone sandhi behaviour to show the pairing of the high and mid falling tones, and the mid 

and delayed low rising tones. When pitch/F0 contours can be paired on the basis of depression I will call it depression-

pairing. This discussion has thus shown that register is indeed reflected in pitch, but in a more complex way that simply 

high vs. low.  

 

4.2 Register and phonation type 
Phonation type in Wu as something worth mentioning actually has a long and venerable history. In his pioneering Wu 

dialect survey of 1928, Chao Yuen Ren mentions it as part of the word-initial articulation of the voiced stops, which are 

initially voiceless but then have “ … a voiced glide, usually quite aspirated, in the form of a voiced h.” (p.xii).  (The 

corresponding Tongxiang voiced stop phonemes will be described below in the section on register and Onsets). In the 

corresponding place in the Chinese text (p.21) Chao describes these sounds as   “清音濁流的音”[voiceless with voiced 

air flow], and makes clear with his suggested phonetic transcription that it applies also to fricatives.  He also notes that his 

attention to it was drawn by Liu Fu some three years earlier.  

 

It is important to note that both these scholars mention phonation type only in conjunction with the stops and fricatives in 

the low tones, and not as a feature of tonal register per se. This is because they were focussing on the obstruents’ 

allophony: voiced word-internally, but voiceless with voiced airflow word-initially. It is now generally assumed – see the 

quotes at the beginning of this section – that the phonation type differences are not restricted to stops and fricatives, but all 

low register tones, whatever their Onset. Nevertheless, the view that the phonation type differences are somehow related to 

syllable-initial stops persists. Ramsey (1987: 91), Cao and Maddieson (1992), and Yip (2002: 36) are examples. Zhu (1999:  

25-26) points out that any such hypothesis quickly founders on the fact that low register non-modal phonation occurs with 

syllable-initial sonorant consonants, glides and zero Onsets too. 

 

Phonation type has often been mentioned in conjunction with the difference between upper and lower register tones in Wu. 

For example: 

 

“… in many Wu dialects the lower register is characterized by a breathy aspiration or murmur, even with 

sonorant initials.” Norman (1988: 201). 

 

 “… as in many other Wu dialects, breathy voice is a well-documented accompaniment of the low-register 

tone syllables with obstruent as well as sonorant onsets.”  Gao et al. (2009). 

 

浊塞音 开始成阻时是清的  ---- 声带不颤动破裂(除阻)时带有较强的浊气流, 这是就一般的吴语发音来

说.… 鼻音和边音 … 也有同样的情形 [low register stops … on release have a relatively strong voiced air 

flow, this is generally true of Wu pronunciation. …this also applies to nasals and laterals.]  Yuan (1983: 60). 

 

A comment is in order here on the term breathy voice. As can be seen from the above quotes, this is the phonation type 

most often mentioned in conjunction with Wu register (murmur is another). Breathy voice is, however, despite its general 

currency, a problematic term. Laver (1980: 132-135) points out that in its physiologically defined phonetic sense, breathy 

voice refers to an inefficient phonation that is consequently not often recruited as a speech sound. Due to its high rate of 

airflow, pulmonic air is quickly exhausted, which makes it therefore difficult to produce a sustained utterance. He points 

out that quite often what is meant by breathy voice is actually the more efficient whispery voice, which he distinguishes 

from breathy voice in the amount of medial compression supplied by the “toed-in” vocal processes of the arytenoids.  

 

Recent extensive research into the physiological bases of phonation type using laryngoscopy and ultrasound (Esling et al. 

2019: 79-81, Moisik 2019) has shown that breathy voice and whispery voice both involve a relatively open glottis 
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posteriorly, but whispery voice involves in addition epilaryngeal constriction, that is, constriction of the epilaryngeal tube 

above the glottis. The resulting additional resistance presumably reduces airflow and enhances sustainability. It may also 

generate extra turbulence in addition to that at the glottis, although the epilarynx would need to be quite severely 

constricted for that. Fig. 4.2 compares laryngeal configuration in breathy and whispery voice during my production of an [i] 

vowel. The cartilaginous glottis can be seen to be open at the rear in both whispery and breathy voice – the so-called 

“posterior shunt”. The main difference between the two laryngeal gestures is the compression of the epilarynx in the 

whispery voice. The main compression is antero-posterior, where the aryepiglottic folds have been pulled closer to the 

epiglottic tubercle thus increasing the aryepiglottic angle. But there is also some lateral compression: the cuneiform 

cartilages (and presumably the arytenoids with them) are closer together in the whispery voiced example.  

 

 

The audible frication noise in whispery voice comes from turbulence generated from the direct current flow through the 

posterior shunt. The epilaryngeal constriction may also contribute to turbulence, but this would require testing by 

aerodynamic modelling: both channel turbulence and wake turbulence have to be considered (cf. Catford 1977: 36-38). 

Now, I have heard many audibly different degrees of frication noise in Wu speakers, and it may be the case that some are 

indeed producing breathy voice. As Esling et al. (2019) point out whispery voice and breathy voice are probably extremes 

on a continuum of epilaryngeal constriction, but it may turn out that this is an important distinction in terms of the 

interaction between tone and phonation type in Wu. But for the moment, in this chapter, I will generally use the term 

breathy voice, and its transcription with [   ], in the sense of audible friction, with the understanding that some kind of 

epilaryngeal constriction is involved in addition to a more open glottis.  

 

The transcriptions of Tongxiang tones in table 2.1 imply that, in Tongxiang too, the low register tones have audibly 

different phonation types compared to the modal phonation type in upper register tones. Breathiness is certainly present, 

but not invariably so. Thus one hears more tokens of the lower register delayed low rising tone with breathy voice, whereas 

the other lower register tones often sound as if they are produced with a less tense phonation and have been transcribed 

with the VoQS symbol for lax voice [   ] (Ball et al. 2018). Vowel quality is also involved. The low back vowel [ɑ] is 

notable for usually not having audible friction in lower register; the high back vowel [ʊ] on the other hand often has audible 

friction.  
 

Aerodynamically, different phonation types will be manifested in the volume velocity of the air flowing through the glottis 

and epilarynx, both in its derivative and also its periodicity. This in turn will be reflected in the distribution of energy in the 

source spectrum (Gobl & Ní Chaside 2013). This is why most current acoustic measures of phonation type involve 

estimation of spectral slope, and the amount of interharmonic noise.  If coupling with the sub-glottal system is present, as it 

will be if there is a large posterior shunt, this will show up as subglottal poles in addition to the vowel formants, and zeros 

which can obliterate or attenuate or increase the bandwidth of bona-fide supraglottal formants (Stevens 1998: 299, 437). 

Below are presented typical tokens of each of the tones in order to compare the ways in which upper and lower registers are 

realised spectrally. Because, as pointed out above, the realisation of the register difference also relates to vowel quality, the 

acoustic realization is compared on different vowels, thus controlling for different quality. The following sections will look 

at the low back vowel [ɑ] and the two high vowels [ɿ] and [ʊ] for non-truncated tones, and the low central vowel [ɐ ] in 

truncated tones. The acoustics are presented both as wideband spectrograms with superimposed F0, and fast Fourier 

transforms (ffts) over a specified first part of the Rhyme. 

 

                          
 

Figure 4.2. Frames from a laryngoscopic video illustrating the difference between whispery voice (left) and breathy 

voice. Subject is facing towards the bottom. aa = aryepiglottic angle, ae = aryepiglottic folds, et = epiglottic tubercle, c 

= cuneiform cartilages, s = posterior shunt. 
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4.2.1 Register differences on tones with [ɑ] vowels 

Figs. 4.3 – 4.5 illustrate some acoustic differences between upper and lower register tones with [ɑ] vowels. Fig 4.3 shows a 

minimal pair with mid dipping and delayed low rising tones: [tɑ 323] 到 arrive vs.  d ɑ       道 way. Fig. 4.4 shows a 

minimal pair with mid level and low rising tones:  tɑ     刀 knife vs.  d ɑ      逃 flee. Fig. 4.5 shows a minimal pair with 

high and mid falling tones: [tɑ 51] 岛 island vs. [d ɑ  31] 稻 rice. The differences between the registers are many, and 

consistent for all pairs. As expected from fig. 2.1, the F0 in the lower register tokens is depressed: lower over the first part 

of the Rhyme, but approaches the upper register value at the end. The lower register tokens show a slightly greater VOT for 

the lower register Onset stop than for the upper register stop. (It will be explained in section 4.3 below how the lower 

register stops are allophones of voiced phonemes, and the upper register stops are allophones of voiceless phonemes.) The 

lower register tokens show slightly more energy above about 1.5 kHz, but the clearest spectral difference between the two 

registers is in the energy in the lower frequencies, with the lower register token showing greater amplitude of the first few 

harmonics relative to the harmonic closest to the first formant centre frequency. There is no consistent difference between 

the two registers in interharmonic noise. This is expected, since none of the lower register tokens sound particularly 

breathy.  
 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4.3. Acoustic differences between upper register mid dipping tone and and lower register delayed rising tone on 

a minimal pair with low back vowel /ɑ/. Left = [tɑ    ] 到 arrive, right = [d ɑ     ] 道 way. Top row = wideband 

spectrogram with superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 16 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = 

duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row 

right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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Figure 4.4. Acoustic differences between upper register mid level tone and lower register low rising tone on a minimal 

pair with low back vowel /ɑ/. Left = [tɑ 33] 刀 knife, right = [d ɑ    ] 逃   flee. Top row = wideband spectrogram with 

superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 10 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), 

bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = 

fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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Figure 4.5. Acoustic differences between upper register high falling tone and lower register mid falling tone on a 

minimal pair with low back vowel /ɑ/. Left = [tɑ 51] 岛 island, right = [d ɑ  31] 稻 rice. Top row = wideband 

spectrogram with superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 5 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = 

duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row 

right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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4.2.2 Register differences on tones with apical vowels ([ɿ]). 
Figs. 4.6 – 4.8 illustrate some acoustic differences between upper and lower register tones with apical vowels. Fig 4.6 

shows a minimal pair with mid dipping and delayed low rising tones: [sɿ 323] 试 try vs. [z ɿ  213] 事 event. Fig. 4.7 shows a 

minimal pair with mid level and low rising tones: [sɿ 33] 诗 poem vs. [z ɿ  13] 时 time.  Fig. 4.8 shows a minimal pair with 

high falling and mid falling tones: [sɿ 51] 史 history vs. [z ɿ   31] 士 scholar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 4.6. Acoustic differences between upper register mid dipping tone and lower register delayed low rising tones 

on a minimal pair with apical vowel [ɿ]. Left = [sɿ 323] 试 try, right = [z ɿ  213] 事 event.  Top row = wideband 

spectrogram with superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 15 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = 

duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row 

right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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Figure 4.7. Acoustic differences between upper register mid level tone  and lower register low rising tone on a minimal 

pair with apical vowel [ɿ]. Left = [sɿ 33] 诗 poem, right = [z ɿ  13] 时 time. Top row = wideband spectrogram with 

superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 8 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), 

bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = 

fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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Expected differences between the two registers in depressed vs. non-depressed F0 can be seen. In addition, large 

differences correlated with register are observable in the spectrograms between the obstruent Onsets. The lower register 

fricative [z ], an allophone of  z , has considerably shorter duration than the upper register [s], an allophone of /s/. 

Spectrally, the lower register tone tokens have more energy above about 1.5 kHz, but, unlike with /ɑ/ there is no convincing 

difference between registers in the frequency region around the fundamental. This may be because at the onset of phonation 

the glottis is relatively open for both upper and lower registers because of the spread glottis Onset fricative. Both delayed 

low rising and low rising tone tokens show an initial period of higher noise most clearly visible spectrographically in their 

noise-excited F2 and F3, but this is not present in the lower register mid falling tone token.  

 

4.2.3 Register differences on tones with [ʊ] vowel 

Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 illustrate some acoustic differences between upper and lower register tones with [ʊ] vowels. Fig 4.9 

shows a minimal pair with mid dipping and delayed low rising tones: [pʊ 323] 布 cloth vs [b ʊ  213] 步 step. Fig. 4.10 

shows a minimal pair with mid level and low rising tones: [pʊ 33] 波 wave vs. [b ʊ  13] 爬 climb.  

 

Expected differences between the two registers in depressed vs. non-depressed F0 can be seen, as well as in the VOT of the 

obstruent Onsets. Spectrally, there is no convincing difference between registers in the frequency region around the 

fundamental.  Akin to the apical vowel tokens, both delayed low rising and low rising tone tokens show an initial period of 

higher noise most clearly visible spectrographically in their noise-excited F3 and F4. This is audible as breathy voice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.8. Acoustic differences between upper register high falling tone and lower register mid falling tone on a 

minimal pair with apical vowel [ɿ]. Left = [sɿ 51] 史 history, right = [z ɿ   31] 士 scholar. Top row = wideband 

spectrogram with superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 8 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = 

duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row 

right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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Figure 4.9. Acoustic differences between upper register mid dipping tone and lower register delayed rising tone on a 

minimal pair with [ʊ] vowel. Left = [pʊ 323] 布 cloth, right = [b ʊ  213] 步 step.  Top row = wideband spectrogram with 

superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 15 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), 

bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = 

fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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Figure 4.10. Acoustic differences between upper register mid level tone and lower register low rising tone on a minimal 

pair with apical vowel [ʊ]. Left = [pʊ 33] 波 wave right = [b ʊ  13] 爬 climb. Top row = wideband spectrogram with 

superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft over first 8 centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), 

bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = 

fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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4.2.4 Register differences on truncated tones 
Fig. 4.11 illustrates some acoustic differences between upper and lower register truncated tones in the minimal pair [pɐ ˀ 4] 

百 100 vs. [b ɐ  ˀ 2] 白white. The spectrogram shows the slightly longer  OT for the lower register obstruent [b ]. As with 

/ɑ/, the fft spectra, taken over the whole of the vowel, shows relatively more energy around the fundamental in the lower 

register. Otherwise there is not much difference in the amount of noise present. 

 

 
The comparisons above have shown consistent differences between registers that differ somewhat between tones, but 

considerably between vowels. That is, the acoustic manifestation of the register difference qua phonation type will depend 

on the tone and also on the vowel. This is not surprising, given that tone and phonation type are known to interact (Esling et 

al.: 150 151). Two acoustic features attest to a greater glottal area in the lower register. There is, most obviously, the high 

frequency noise observed for the high vowels [ɿ] and [ʊ]. The greater amount of energy around the fundamental observed 

in the lower register low vowels [ɑ] and [ɐ  ] is also indicative of a wide glottal width, however. As the abduction quotient 

(i.e. the interarytenoidal distance) increases, the derivative of the glottal airflow becomes more sinusoidal, thus boosting the 

amplitude of lower frequency components in the signal (Titze 1994: 261).  

 

As to the greater amount of energy observed above about 1.5 kHz, it is possible that this apparent increase of higher 

frequency energy in the lower register tokens could also represent a decrease of energy, due to attenuation from subglottal 

zeros, in the lower frequency regions. However, a more plausible hypothesis is that it relates to a resonance associated with 

a lower register constricted epilaryngeal cavity, otherwise known as singer’s formant (Titze 1994: 238-241). The quarter-

wavelength resonance associated with the epilaryngeal cavity will be about 3 kHz, and it is interesting to note what appears 

to be amplification of the F3 at around this frequency in several of the tokens above (e.g. fig. 4.9). 

 

This all suggests that the labels I used in table 2.1 (breathy, lax), at least with this Tongxiang speaker, are probably not two 

different, orthogonal categories, but represent values on the same phonatory continuum that interact with vowel height and 

pitch to give the observed results. Taken together, the acoustic features described above point, for lower register tones, to a 

laryngeal setting involving epilaryngeal constriction associated with a more open glottis. 

 

 

   
Figure 4.11 Acoustic differences between upper and lower register truncated tone on a minimal pair with [ɐ ˀ]. Left = 

[pɐ ˀ 4] 百 100, right = [b ɐ  ˀ 2] 白 white. Top row = wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row 

= fft over the whole Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row 

left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude 

(dB). 
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4.2.5 Time course of low frequency register differences 

Having demonstrated one register difference for individual low vowel tokens in the relative amount of energy around the 

fundamental, we can now proceed to examine how this evolves over time using mean values from several tokens. The 

closest quantification of this feature is probably the difference between the amplitude of the first harmonic and that of the 

harmonic closest to the centre frequency of the first formant (sometimes called “H1A1”). This is not ideal, as it will not 

capture the influence of H2, which we have seen is also involved. VoiceSauce was used to extract this parameter, using the 

version, called “H1A1c”, which corrects for formant frequencies (Shue et.al. 2009). Tokens with low back [ɑ]-type vowels 

were used for non-truncated tones, and tokens with short half open central [ɐ]-type vowels for truncated tones. Tokens with 

unaspirated alveolar/bilabial stop Onsets were used. 

 

Fig. 4.12 shows the time courses of the H1A1c parameter for all eight tones obtained with VoiceSauce. The raw values for 

each token are plotted with thin lines; the thicker red lines represent their smoothed arithmetical mean and were obtained 

by first smoothing the individual tokens’ raw values with a low order (cubic) polynomial and then taking the mean of the 

polynomial coefficients over all tokens.  

 

Fig. 4.12 shows that the H1A1c difference can change dramatically over the course of the Rhyme, but that lower register 

tones in general have a relatively stronger first harmonic over the first few centiseconds of the Rhyme than upper register 

tones. This is very clear, for example, in the mid dipping and delayed low rising tones, but even the high falling tone has 

less energy than the mid falling tone over the first five centiseconds of the Rhyme. 

 

So far so good; but one still has to be careful before interpreting these differences as reflexes of deliberate phonation type 

adjustment, and thus confirming their status as additional, phonatory correlates of the register difference. This is because 

voice quality parameters like H1A1c can vary simply as a function of tonal F0 in the absence of deliberate phonation type 

adjustments (Rose 2020). An alternative hypothesis for the big differences between the mid dipping and delayed low rising 

tones in fig. 4.12, for example, could be that they are simply due to the difference in their F0. It is, after all, well-known 

that low tones are often accompanied by breathiness. This occurs because the production of low tones often involves larynx 

lowering, which in turn  

 
“… stretches and elongates the vertical dimension of the larynx – thereby counteracting or reducing laryngeal 

constriction – biasing phonation towards breathiness due to the lateral force on the vocal folds that draws them away 

from the glottal midline.” (Esling at al 2019: 104). 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.12. Differences between Tongxiang tones in the voice quality parameter H1A1c. X-axis = duration (csec.), y-

axis = difference between amplitude of fundamental and amplitude of the harmonic nearest the first formant centre 

frequency (dB). Thin lines = individual tokens. Thick red line = cubic polynomially smoothed mean. 
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In most Wu dialects, where the upper register tones are in some sense higher pitched than the lower register tones, one 

cannot resolve this epiphenomenality – other than by auditorily recognising extrinsic breathy voice of course – in a 

straightforward manner. However, this Tongxiang speaker’s citation tones fortunately provide a case where an upper and 

lower register tone have similar F0 values at the onset of the Rhyme, and this allows their H1A1c values to be compared 

under quasi constant F0. These two tones are the low register mid falling and the high register mid dipping. Their mean F0 

and H1A1c values are presented again in fig. 4.13. It can be appreciated from fig. 4.13 that the low register mid falling tone 

has considerably higher H1A1c values than the high register mid dipping tone over the first five or so centiseconds where 

their F0 values are very similar.  At the point of equal F0, indicated by the vertical line, the H1A1c values of the two tones 

differ significantly at the 0.02% level (directional t-test), but they are significantly different over the first seven 

centiseconds at at least the 0.07% level. This suggests that differences in H1A1c are indeed reflecting a deliberate 

phonatory adjustment, and that the phonation type partially reflected in H1A1c is a bona-fide correlate of the register 

difference.  

 

 

 

4.3 Register and Onset 
There are also correlations between register and Onset. In order to describe the syllable Onset properties characterising 

tones in the upper and lower registers it is useful to have a table of the Tongxiang Onsets: these, which should be taken to 

represent contrastive units – it will not hurt to think of them as phonemes – are arranged in conventional manner in table 

4.1. It can be seen that the stops and affricates come in triplets: /voiceless aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, and voiced/, e.g. 

/p
h
, p, b; ʨʰ, ʨ, ʥ/, and the buccal fricatives in voiced – voiceless pairs, e.g. /f v/.  

 

With the aid of table 4.1, the first register-related Onset property, which is phonotactic, can be stated: the voiced syllable-

initial obstruent phonemes occur in the lower register, and the voiceless obstruent phonemes occur in the upper register. 

Another way of characterising the difference is to say that the upper register allows an aspiration (i.e VOT) contrast 

between stops, and the lower does not. 

 

Table 4.1 Tongxiang /Onsets/ 

 
active  
articulator → 

LABIAL CORONAL DORSAL n/a 

 
 
 

bilabial alveolar alveolo-
palatal 

velar glottal 

manner ↓ 
stop/affricate 

  pʰ p 

b 

tʰ t 

d 

tsʰ ts  

  

ʨʰ ʨ  

ʥ 

kʰ k 

g 

 

fricative f  v  s  z ɕ  ʑ  h 

nasal m n  ȵ ŋ  

lateral  l     

glide    j w /  

  
 

Figure 4.13. Comparison of time courses of mean F0 (left) and mean H1A1c (right) in lower register mid fall and upper 

register mid dipping tone. X-axis = duration (csec.), y-axis (left) = F0 (Hz), (right) = H1A1c (dB). Vertical line = point 

of equal F0 in both tones.  The first 7 centiseconds of the Rhyme are plotted solid. 
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The second Onset property is allophonic: the voiced obstruent phonemes in the lower register typically have two 

allophones conditioned by word position. Word-initially, as the examples in table 2.1, they are voiceless and lax [C ]; but 

word-internally they are modally voiced, for example /d/ is realised as [d ] word-initially, but [d] word-internally, as at [4.3] 

for example: 

 

/d/  [d ] 

d]v_v  

 

 

An example of this realisation is given in fig. 4.14, which shows the same delayed low rising tone morpheme {dɑ 道 way } 

occurring in citation form and as the second syllable of the word /pɑ.dɑ/ report 报道. This allows us to see the acoustic 

realisation of the syllable-initial /d/ both word-internally and (quasi) word-initially (I write quasi, because {dɑ 道 way } is 

a bound morpheme, and so strictly speaking this cannot be word-initial occurrence. But the utterance of citation forms is 

equivalent to saying a word). In the left panel of fig. 4.14 the release of the /d/ can be seen at csec. 2.5, with periodicity 

onsetting at ca. csec. 4. This shows that the word-initial /d/ is completely voiceless with a small VOT lag of about 1.5 csec.: 

[d ]. In the right panel of fig. 4.14, on the other hand, periodicity is present throughout the hold- and release-phase of the 

intervocalic  d , from ca. csec. 18 to csec. 26 (release occurs at csec.24.5). The morpheme’s word-internal /d/ is thus fully 

voiced, with a VOT lead of about 7 centiseconds: [d].  

 

Syllable-initial stops in the upper register do not show this kind of allophony conditioned by place in the word and 

generally have only one allophone, e.g. /p/  [p], /t
h
/  [t

h
] etc.. Fig. 4.15 shows typical acoustics of a /t/ in the same 

morpheme – {tɑ 到 arrive) – both word-initially, and word-internally in the word /pɑ.tɑ /报到 check in.   

 

The word-initial occurrence of /t/ on the left shows a short VOT lag of about 1 centisecond, with release occurring at csec.4 

and periodicity onsetting at csec 5. The word-internal realisation of /t/ in the right panel shows the /t/ has a hold phase 

devoid of periodicity, from csec. 15 to release at csec. 24, and a short VOT lag of about 1 centisecond. These are typical for 

a voiceless unaspirated stop.  

 

A comparison between the VOT of the word-initial stops in figs. 4.14 and 4.15 shows a slightly longer value for the lower 

register voiceless [d ] allophone of /d/ than the upper register voiceless [t] allophone of /t/. This difference between the 

coincident VOT stops in the two registers is typical for all places and has been demonstrated in other Wu varieties (e.g. 

Rose 1982: 262, 263 et pass., 2016). It may be one reason why the [d ] sounds lenis and the [t] fortis. It is plausibly related 

to a difference in prephonatory distance between the folds: a shorter VOT for [t] would imply that the folds have a smaller 

prephonatory distance, thus the folds would not take quite so long to start vibrating. The longer VOT for [d ] suggests that 

the folds are wider. This is thus a further connection between segmental structure and register. 

 

  
Figure 4.14. Acoustics of the voiced stop /d/ in the morpheme {dɑ 道 way} in citation form (left) and in the word 

/pɑ.dɑ/报道 report (right), showing allophonic variation conditioned by position in word. Top row = waveform, bottom 

row = aligned wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0. 
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Like the stops, voiced fricatives / z  ʑ / also show the complimentary distribution between voiced and voiceless allophones 

depending on position in word, e.g.:  

 

                                                                        /z/  [z ] 

z]v_v                            

 

Fig. 4.16 shows examples of this conditioning, in tokens of /z/ in the same morpheme {zaˀ 石 stone) in citation form (left) 

and in the word /pɑ.zaˀ/ 宝石 jewel (right).  It can be seen that the word-initial occurrence of /z/ in {zaˀ} 石 stone lasts 

from ca. csec. 2 to csec. 19, and consists of typical high frequency noise above about 5 kHz followed by a short period of 

noise-excited formants as the alveolar constriction is removed. During this time it is completely voiceless, with periodicity 

onsetting only at the onset of the Rhyme / /. The word-medial realisation of /z/ on the other hand can be seen from the high 

frequency noise above 5 kHz to last from about csec. 23 to csec. 29. Its fully voiced nature is not clear from low frequency 

periodicity but can be seen by the clear periodicity of the high frequency noise. 

 

 
As with the stops, there are regular differences in duration between the upper and lower register fricatives e.g. [s] and [z ]. 

Unlike the stops, the upper register fricatives are longer, and this has been demonstrated in several Wu varieties. The 

difference is again plausibly due to the prephonatory distance between the folds, and indicates that the folds are spread 

wider in the upper register fortis fricatives, e.g. [s], than in the lower register lenis fricatives, e.g. [z ]. 

 

  
Figure 4.15. Acoustics of the voiceless unaspirated /t/ in the morpheme {tɑ 到 arrive} in citation form (left) and in the 

word /pɑ.tɑ/ 报到 check in (right). Top = waveform, bottom = aligned wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0. 

  
 
Figure 4.16. Acoustics of the voiced fricative /z/ in the morpheme {zaˀ 石 stone} in citation form (left) and in the word 

/pɑ.zaˀ/ 宝石 jewel (right), showing allophonic variation conditioned by position in word.  X axis = duration (csec.), y 

axes (left) = spectrographic frequency (Hz) and (right) = fundamental frequency (Hz). 
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As explained above, word-initially, the voiced and voiceless obstruent phonemes in table 4.1 are in complementary 

distribution conditioned by the register of their tone: voiceless obstruent phonemes – that is both aspirated and unaspirated - 

occur with upper register, voiced obstruent phonemes with lower.  

 

A phonemically-savvy reader may then well ask: “If the voiced and voiceless obstruents are in complementary distribution, 

surely they cannot be realising separate phonemes?” The answer is as follows. Word-internally, rather complex changes 

that occur in lexical tone sandhi usually remove the complementary environments, allowing the voiced and voiceless 

obstruents to occur in contrastive distribution.  

 

This is made clearer in fig. 4.17, which compares the two words from figs. 4.14 and 4.15: /pɑ.tɑ/ 报到 check in and /pɑ.dɑ/ 

报道 report. Now, in Tongxiang disyllabic lexical tone sandhi, after word-initial dipping tones, as in these examples, a 

delayed low rising tone on the following syllable loses its lower register non-modal phonation and thus becomes 

neutralised with a mid dipping tone on the second syllable: both these words have [32.23] pitch. (This falling-rising 

disyllabic pitch actually results from the spreading of the rising part of the first syllable onto the second – a fairly well-

documented aspect of Northern Wu tone sandhi.) The difference in Onset obstruent, however - /t/ vs /d/ - is retained, 

realised as [t] vs. [d], and this results in the minimal pair distinguished by second syllable Onset consonant: [pɑ.tɑ 32.23] 

报到 check in vs. [pɑ.dɑ 32.23].  

 

Fig.4.18 shows a sub-minimal triplet along the same lines as the previous example: a three-way word-internal surface 

contrast between voiceless aspirated, voiceless unaspirated and voiced alveolopalatal affricates / ʨʰ  ʨ  ʥ / in the words in 

the words / kəɯ.ʨʰi     /  过去 to skip over, /pɪ .ʨi      / 笔记 notes, and / pʊ .ʥɪˀ     / 北极 north pole. It is this kind of 

sandhi behaviour that enables one to speak of the three-way contrast in obstruents that was mentioned as criterial for Wu-

hood in the introduction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

   
Figure 4.17.  Acoustics of a minimal pair demonstrating word-internal surface contrast between voiceless unaspirated 

and voiced alveolar stops /t/ and /d/ in the words /pɑ.tɑ/ 报到 check in (left) and /pɑ.dɑ/ 报道 report (right) . X axis = 

duration (csec.), y axis = frequency (Hz). 
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5. TARGET 

Apart from truncation and register, the Tongxiang tones in fig. 2.1 also obviously differ in a third way, which will be called 

target. Target comes closest to true tonal behaviour. It is what is left when register and truncation have been factored out. 

To explain this, take for example the two words [tɑ  ] 到 arrive and [d ɑ   ] 道 way. They have the same truncation value 

but differ in register: [tɑ  ] 到 arrive is upper register, [d ɑ   ] 道 way lower register. As explained above, the register 

difference correlates with several differences between these two words. Firstly, there is the difference in pitch onset – lower 

register tones have a depressed pitch onset. Secondly, there is the phonation type difference: lower register tones have 

lax/breathy phonation type. Finally there is the difference in the initial consonants. The [t] in the upper register word is the 

realisation of the voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop phoneme /t/.  The [d ] in the lower register word, on the other hand, is 

the word-initial realisation of a different, voiced, phoneme /d/.  (Recall from section 4.3 that voiced obstruent phonemes 

occur in the lower register; voiceless obstruent phonemes occur in the upper register.) 

 

The important consequence of this is that one can extract the same dipping target for both these two words. Now, one can 

obviously do that by phonological fiat, but it is preferable to do it phonetically and quantitatively, and I will now show 

how. 

 

The concept of target in speech production can be construed in two different ways. Firstly, of course, it can refer to the 

auditory target a speaker is intending – in tone or intonation this will be a particular pitch pattern. But it can also refer to the 

targets a speaker uses to achieve that auditory target. Ladefoged (2005: 4ff.) points out that this aspect of the control of 

pitch can be articulatory, aiming to controlling the tension of the vocal folds. It is also possible that it is achieved 

aerodynamically, aiming to control the rate of airflow through the glottis – this, by the way, has been demonstrated for 

Standard Chinese Tones (Ladefoged 2005: 7-8). Or the third option could be that the speaker could simply be aiming 

directly at a pitch target without caring how they achieve it. 

   
 

 
 

Figure 4.18. Acoustics of a sub-minimal triplet demonstrating word-internal surface contrast between voiceless 

aspirated, voiceless unaspirated and voiced alveolopalatal affricates / ʨʰ  ʨ  ʥ / in the words / kəɯ.ʨʰi     /  过去 to 

skip over, /pɪ .ʨi      / 笔记 notes, and / pʊ .ʥɪˀ     / 北极 north pole. X axis = duration (csec.), y axis = frequency (Hz). 
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Note that I have not specified the nature of the Tongxiang tonal target. Obviously it can refer to the intended pitch pattern, 

and therefore be construed as a pitch target. It might also be construed as articulatory, however, in particular the tension 

settings the speaker is aiming at. Speakers produce intended pitch differences by controlling the rate of vibration of their 

vocal folds. These are two small lips of elastic tissue stretching front-to-back at the bottom of the throat. The vocal folds 

are shown in fig. 5.1, with stills from a laryngoscopic video made by the author. In the left panel of fig. 5.1 my vocal folds 

are apart, in the middle of the hold phase of a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop [pʰ]. When brought together with the correct 

tension the folds will vibrate when air is forced between them. Adducted and vibrating cords are shown in the right panel of 

fig. 5.1, during a high front vowel [i].  

 

 

 

Other things being equal, a high rate of vocal fold vibration will be perceived as a high pitch, a low rate as low. And 

changing the rate of vibration will cue different pitches. The rate of vocal fold vibration is largely determined by how tense 

they are: tenser folds vibrate at a higher rate. Vocal fold tension is controlled by the co-ordinated contraction and relaxation 

of several muscles and muscle groups (Titze 1994: ch.8). Those inside the larynx are called intrinsic. They are amongst the 

fastest contracting muscles in the body and their rich, independent innervation allows precise control (Kahane 1982: 125). 

The two most important intrinsic laryngeal muscles concerned with controlling the tension of the vocal folds are the 

cricothyroid and the thyroarytenoid. The cricothyroid is a paired muscle which stretches the vocal folds in a front-to-back 

direction. Electromyographic studies, e.g. Sagart et al. (1987), have shown that the cricothyroid is involved in the 

production of high tones in several languages. Whereas the cricothyroid imparts passive tension to both the body and cover 

of the folds, the body can also be actively tensed by the thyroarytenoid, the internal part of which actually constitutes the 

body of the folds themselves. The thyroarytenoid acts in conjunction with the CT to fine-tune the amount of tension in the 

folds.  

 

The extrinsic laryngeal muscles, also called the strap muscles, suspend the larynx between the hyoid above and the sternum 

and clavicle below. The main strap muscles are the thyrohyoid, sternohyoid and sternothyroid. The strap muscles are 

involved in lowering and raising the larynx and have been shown to be involved in the production of tones with low pitch 

(Erickson 1976, Erickson et al. 1983). 

 

The activity of the muscles which control vocal fold tension can be examined by electromyography, by which the amount 

of electrical activity in them can be measured. The amount of electrical activity is transduced by means of needle-

electrodes inserted into the muscles (Baken 1987: 434-441). Fig. 5.2 illustrates how the electrical activity in the 

cricothyroid  and one of the strap muscles – the thyrohyoid –  relates to tonal acoustics in the production of an actual tone – 

in this case the /Fall/ tone in a speaker of Standard Thai. The Standard Thai /Fall/ tone has a pitch falling from high to low. 

The /Fall/ was produced on the syllable /buu/, preceded by a syllable /əə/ carrying the /Mid/ tone. The data were measured 

from figures in Erickson (1976:  112).   

   
 

Figure 5.1. Vocal folds (V) viewed from above.  Left = folds abducted during [pʰ], right = folds adducted and vibrating 

during [i]. Subject’s head faces the top. 
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The top panel of fig. 5.2 shows the F0, with the onset of the vowel indicated at csec. 0. It can be seen that the vowel lasts 

some 32 centiseconds, during which the F0 has a short initial rise from about 160 to 200 Hz, and then falls to about 120 Hz. 

The initial F0 rise is due to coarticulation with the preceding /Mid/ tone syllable, which has a level F0 at about 170 Hz, and 

the fully voiced intervening  bilabial stop /b/, which shows a typical drop during its hold.  It is the production of the falling 

F0 that is of interest. In order to produce the falling F0 for the /Fall/ tone, it can be seen that the CT activity begins some 20 

centiseconds before the onset of the vowel. It gradually increases to a peak a few centiseconds after the vowel onset, and 

then decreases to just before F0 offset, after which it starts to rise once more. The thyrohyoid muscle activity starts at about 

18 centiseconds into the vowel, when the F0 is about half-way through its fall. It reaches a peak some 10 centiseconds 

before F0 offset, and then decreases again. The CT and thyrohyoid activity appear to indicate inhibitory action: during CT 

activity the thyrohyoid activity is low, and vice-versa. The activity of the two muscles also appears to differ in 

symmetricality. The activation pattern to produce the high falling F0 is thus rather simple: CT stretches the vocal folds to 

increase tension to produce a high F0 to signal a high pitch. The decrease in CT activity then initiates a falling F0, and the 

fall is continued to a low value by contraction of the strap muscles, including the thyrohyoid. It is therefore possible to 

equate high pitch with CT activity and low pitch with strap activity.  

 

Fig. 5.2 has demonstrated the qualitative relationship between laryngeal muscle electrical activity and tonal F0. A 

quantitative model for how these relate is far more complex. Several levels of interaction intervene between EMG activity 

and acoustics, most of them non-linear. Firstly there is the muscle’s response to the EMG signal, next there is the change in 

the muscle length as a response to the muscle activity, followed by the change in the muscle tension as a result of the 

change in muscle length, and then the change in the F0 resulting from the change in tension (Buchanan et al. 2004). Finally, 

of course, there will often be concerted activity between several muscles, for example the straps, to produce a single 

acoustic effect, i.e. low vocal fold tension.  

 

There is, however, a simplified model available which purports to relate F0 to laryngeal muscle activity: Fujisaki’s well-

known command-response model for tonal F0 (Fujisaki 1983, 2008, Mixdorff 1998: ch.3). This model, which has been 

applied to several tone languages including Mandarin, Cantonese and Shanghai (Fujisaki et al. 1990, 2004, Gu et al. 2004), 

factors the time-varying F0 into two types of component, both modelled as impulses of given amplitude and duration. A 

tonal component represents the response of the speech production mechanism to impulse commands for implementing 

tone. These are said to relate physiologically to the pars recta activity of the cricothyroid. The second, or phrasal, 

component represents a much slower time-varying response and accounts for more gradual change in F0 throughout an 

utterance or intonational phrase. This is said to correspond physiologically to the pars obliqua of the cricothyroid.  
 

A Fujisaki command-response analysis-by-synthesis of the Standard Thai /Fall/ tone in fig. 5.2, for which the EMG data is 

known, is shown in fig. 5.3. The top panel of fig. 5.3 shows actual tonal F0 plotted in grey, with the F0 predicted by the 

command-response model plotted in red. As can be seen the agreement is good throughout the F0 time course, but we are 

concerned only with the 32 or so centiseconds of tonal F0 on the Rhyme, between the two vertical dashed lines, and over 

this duration the root-mean-square error is just over 1 Hz. The cyan line indicates the F0 expected in the absence of tonal 

 
 

Figure 5.2. Time-aligned acoustic and electromyographic activity during the production of a Standard Thai /Fall/ tone 

in the utterance /əə.buu/. X-axis = duration (csec.). Vertical dotted line = onset of /uu/ Rhyme. Top panel = fundamental 

frequency (Hz); middle panel = cricothyroid (microvolts); bottom panel = thyrohyoid (microvolts). 
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commands. The particular configuration of accents which generated this response is shown in the bottom panel of figure 

5.3. 

 

 

The onset and offset of the phrasal command (cyan) lie outside the bottom panel of the figure, so it appears unchanging 

throughout the utterance. The /Fall/ tone is modelled with two non-overlapping tonal commands shown in red. The first 

command lies about 8 centiseconds either side of the Rhyme onset; the second starts just before the middle of the Rhyme 

and lasts until just after the Rhyme offset. Both have similar amplitudes but different polarities: the first is positive, the 

second negative.  

 

The Fujisaki model does not allow for anything other than the phrasal and tonal commands, and the tonal commands must 

not overlap. But all F0 reflects the effect of segmental articulation, and the drop in F0 immediately preceding the Rhyme 

onset is a case in point. One would not want the segmentally-induced perturbation having to be accounted for by the tonal 

commands. Therefore, in addition to the tonal commands I have enhanced the model by making provision for extra 

commands to model these effects. The negative command shown in blue starting at ca. csec. -16 and ending at Rhyme 

onset models the effect of the fully voiced [b] Onset by lowering the F0 both during the hold of the stop and also onto the 

first few centiseconds of the Rhyme. F0 perturbations also typically occur at Rhyme offset and in this example there is a 

small drop in F0 just before csec. 30 which is modelled by a very short negative command shown in blue just before csec. 

30. By incorporating such perturbatory commands one can ensure that the tonal impulses reflect the tone F0, not the 

perturbatory F0.  

 

Having demonstrated the use of the perturbatory-enhanced Fujisaki command-response model to some data where the 

ground truth EMG is known, we can now see how it applies to the Tongxiang citation tonal data. 

 

 

5.1 Fujisaki Command-Response model applied to Tongxiang citation tone F0 
Fig. 5.4 shows the command-response (CR) analyses for the non-truncated high register tones – mid level, high falling and 

mid dipping (the phrasal impulse is held constant for all and is not shown). The fits with all three tones have very small 

mean squared errors between 0.8 and 0.5 Hz. It can be seen that the mean acoustics for the mid level tone can be generated 

with a single positive tonal command starting some 8 centiseconds before Rhyme onset and ending a couple of 

centiseconds before Rhyme offset. A short positive impulse is required just before Rhyme onset to capture the initial F0 

perturbation, and a negative impulse will capture the small drop at the end of the Rhyme. The high falling tonal acoustics, 

in addition to the onset and offset perturbatory commands, require a more complex CR analysis with two impulses of 

similar magnitude, the first positive and the second negative. This is similar to the analysis for the standard Thai high 

falling tone in fig. 5.3. The mid dipping tonal acoustics also require two impulses, but with the initial negative and the 

second positive, and with smaller magnitudes than the high falling tone.  

 

 
Figure 5.3. Fujisaki command-response analysis of the Standard Thai /Fall/ tone in fig. 5.2. X-axis = duration (csec.). 

Vertical dashed lines = boundaries of /uu/ Rhyme. Top panel = fundamental frequency (Hz), thin red line = predicted 

tonal F0. Bottom panel = impulses (arbitrary units). 
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The CR analyses for the low register tones – low rising, mid falling, delayed low rising and short stopped low – are 

important because they introduce an additional type of impulse. Recall that, in the discussion of the relationship between 

register and pitch in section 4.1, it was pointed out that pitch/F0 could only be used as a correlate of a high vs. low register 

distinction if high-low tonal pairs were identified. These pairings were given as mid level ~ low rising; high fall ~ mid fall; 

mid dipping ~ delayed low rise; and short stopped high ~ short stopped low respectively. It was also claimed that the 

register difference allowed a third dimension - target – to be factored out, such that tones within a register pairing shared 

the same target.  

 

It is time now to demonstrate this quantitatively, and this can be done with the enhanced Fujisaki CR model. The idea is to 

investigate to what extent the low register tones can be generated with the same tonal impulses as their high register 

counterparts – this represents the same target – plus an additional depression impulse which lowers the F0 at the onset of 

the Rhyme. Fig. 5.5 shows the CR analyses for the three non-truncated low register tones. It can be seen that each of the 

tones has a negative command of very similar amplitude starting at 10 csec before Rhyme onset and finishing at different 

times after onset (the commands are shown in black). The fits are once again very good – all less than 1 Hz error. So it is 

indeed possible to generate the lower register tonal F0 from the corresponding upper register tonal impulses with the 

addition of a depression impulse of uniform amplitude and onset.  

 

             
Figure 5.4. Fujisaki command-response analysis of the Tongxiang mid level (left), high falling (centre) and mid 

dipping tones. X-axis = duration (csec.). Vertical dashed lines = Rhyme boundaries. Top panel = observed F0 (grey), 

estimated F0 (red) and phrasal F0 (cyan). Bottom panel = tonal commands (red). Segmental-perturbatory commands 

(blue). Y-axes: top = F0 (Hz), bottom = arbitrary units. 
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Now, goodness of fit alone guarantees neither correctness nor superiority of model. The positions of the planets could be 

modelled very well with Ptolemy’s epicyclic system assuming that they went round the earth; and a good fit could later also 

be obtained within a heliocentric/heliostatic system assuming circular planetary orbits (O’Neil 1969: 17-41, Koestler 1959: 

194-222). I would like, however – of course! – to think that this CR analysis is not instrumental, but real: that the 

depression impulse actually represents something physical.  

 

What could this component be? An initial hypothesis is that it is related to a short burst of thyroarytenoid activity which 

relaxes the passive tension in the vocal fold cover coming from the cricothyroid implementing the tonal target. I envisage 

this not as a deliberate gesture to change the F0, but as, as already argued in section 4.2 above, a primarily phonatory 

gesture involving epilaryngeal constriction and a more open glottis. The thyroarytenoid is the prime suspect because its 

external part plays a very important role in epilaryngeal constriction, by pulling the aryepiglottic folds towards the 

epiglottis (Esling et al. 2019: 34 et pass.). Perhaps, too, the auditory impression of laxness in the low register tones relates 

to the momentary relaxation of the vocal fold cover that would occur with a thyroarytenoid contraction. 

 

The findings of this section have two tonological implications. Firstly, being able to factor out the effect of depression on 

tonal pitch means that a much simpler representation is possibly for tonal pitch target than appears from the surface tonal 

pitch. For Tongxiang, there may be eight tones, but only four targets are involved, not eight: high fall, mid dipping, mid 

and high. It will be seen that this simplification applies, with certain restrictions, to the Wu dialect varieties described 

below; I suspect it will be found to apply to many. Secondly, the enhanced Fujisaki command-response modelling 

demonstrated also allows a precise definition of the targets in terms of the amplitude, polarity and duration of the impulses. 

Some time ago, in her EMG studies on Standard Thai tones, Erickson (1976: p.76 ff.) pointed to the connection between 

laryngeal muscle activity and tonological features. For example, a tone with a mid pitch might be represented as [-

cricothyroid, - straps]. This insight was just a little too early for autosegmental phonology, which also appeared in 1976, 

but its application to autosegmental tones like H M L is clear. It is difficult to find a definition of what, for example, “H” or 

“L” stands for, but the findings of this section suggest that they could be construed as a productional target. This would 

allow their precise definition in terms of amplitude, duration and polarity of the impulse generating them. In the sections 

below I have assumed such a target status for autosegmental tones. 

 

 

 

6. REPRESENTATION 
 

The previous sections have given an auditory and acoustic description of the citation tones of a speaker of a typical Wu 

dialect. In addition to pitch, it was shown that phonation type, duration and segmental quality all play a part in Wu tonal 

structure, thus giving concrete expression to Eugenie Henderson’s (1965) remark that “… tone is seldom, if ever, a matter 

of pitch alone.”  (Henderson was one of the pioneer descriptive phoneticians and linguists of South East Asian languages.)   

 

I have shown above how Tongxiang tonal structure can be described in terms of the interaction between three prosodic 

dimensions: register, truncation and target. Register, which is best considered multivalued ([modal, lax, creaky …]), 

controls the phonation type differences; depression of pitch/F0, and realisation of syllable Onsets. Truncation ([+/- 

truncated]) controls duration and vowel contrasts. Target ([H, M, L]) accounts for pitch contrasts. All this would make 

      
Figure 5.5. Fujisaki command-response analysis of the Tongxiang low register tones with depression command. Left = 

low rise, middle = mid fall, right = delayed low rising. X-axis = duration (csec.). Vertical dashed lines = Rhyme 

boundaries. Top panel = observed F0 (grey), estimated F0 (red) and phrasal F0 (cyan). Bottom panel = tonal commands 

(red), segmental-perturbatory commands (blue), and depression commands (black). Y-axes: top = F0 (Hz), bottom = 

arbitrary units. 
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Tongxiang a variety which typologically “… makes use of register-type contrasts that involve sets of correlated phonetic 

properties associated with vowel, phonatory, and tonal quality.” (Esling et al. 2019: 166ff).  

 

The best way to summarise all this is by giving some sample representation and derivations. I do this with a certain amount 

of reservation. Although recent subdisiplines like sociophonetics evidence a welcome rebound from the heady decades of 

structuralist and generative revolutions, the prevalent attitude in formal linguistics is still pretty much one of “…divorcing 

language structure from its use”, with the sometimes deleterious consequences that “… rather than taking the abstraction as 

a way of understanding the phenomenon, … the abstraction [is taken] as the phenomenon, the problem to be solved.”  (La 

Polla 2016: 238, 239).  

 

It is nevertheless important to formalise structure in some kind of representation. This alone enables one to be explicit 

about the putative structures and processes involved, so that one, and others, can understand the phenomenon, criticise it, 

and develop alternative models and solutions. One role of complex data, after all, is to better test models, and there is 

always the Ordinary Language Philosophical hope that “…the clarification of the nature and the structure of our means of 

representing reality will uncover something about reality too.” (Bragg et al. 2013).  I will assume below that, as common in 

Chinese Linguistics, the citation tone is basic and represent its structure in simplified feature-geometrical fashion (cf. Yip 

2002: 52ff.).  

 

Representations for the mid level and low rising tone in the words [tɑ 33] knife and [d ɑ  23] flee are shown in fig. 6.1. It can 

be seen that the two words are represented as differing only in register and Onset consonant. The mid level tone is 

[+modal], with a /t/ onset; the low rising tone is lax (i.e [-modal]), and has a /d/ Onset. They both share the same M tone 

target, and the same [-truncated] value, which is encoded by the bimoraic structure. Register is shown independent of tone. 

       

A few simple rules conditioned by register and truncation will then derive surface forms. M can be realised as [33] pitch in 

conjunction with modal register, and as [23] with lax. (Or, if one wants to go directly to an acoustic specification M can be 

converted into F0 via Fujisaki CR parameters as shown in the section above on target.) V can be realised as modally voiced 

[ɑ] with modal register, and as lax voiced [ɑ ] with lax register. The phonatory offset to the [-truncated] V is gradual. The 

lax register obstruent /d/ is realised as a voiceless lenes [d ], and the modal obstruent /t/ as [t].  

 

Representations like these usually mix both formal and functional properties, that is, they include information which allows 

mapping to both higher level structures like word and morpheme, and to sound features like V and C (Hirst et al. 2000). 

The functional mapping, to higher level structure, is particularly important in this case as it can be used to indicate what a 

particular feature is a property of. In this case, register is shown as a direct property of the word, even though it is derived 

from the register of the word-initial morpheme. This is because tone sandhi behaviour in Tongxiang shows that, as in many 

other left-dominant Wu varieties, only the initial syllable of a word carries a distinction between modal and non-modal 

register – all other syllables are modal. Rose (1990) gives a description of this in Zhenhai dialect sandhi. The fact that 

upper and lower register pitch shapes are also neutralised in non-word-initial syllables is of course additional evidence that 

there are fewer targets than pitch shapes. 

 

 
Figure 6.1. Tonological representations for Tongxiang mid level (left) and low rise tones. σ = syllable, μ = mora. 
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Representations for the non-truncated high fall, mid fall, mid dipping and delayed low rising tones are given in fig 6.2. 

They are the same mutatis mutandis as the representations for the mid level and low rising tone: apart from the tonal 

representations. High fall and mid fall share the same HL tonal representation which can be converted to [51] and [31] 

pitches in the context of different register; mid dipping and delayed low rising tones share the same bimoraic MLM tonal 

representation, which can likewise be converted to [323] and [213] pitches. (Tone sandhi behaviour requires a bimoraic 

structure for the MLM targets.)  

   

Fig. 6.3 shows representations for the truncated high and low tones, both realisations of an H target. The [+truncation] is 

encoded in the single mora. This determines the realisation of the /a/ vowel Rhyme as short, lower-mid, and, word-finally, 

followed by a glottal stop: [ɐ ˀ]. It is helpful to remember that in these representations the phonemic symbols abbreviate a 

set of distinctive features. As shown above, truncated tones only have four contrasting vowels in truncated tones, so the /a/ 

is simply [+low]. The realisation rules are thus:  V [+low] > [-back, -front, +short, + glottalised] / + truncated. Exactly the 

same considerations apply to the short stopped low tone shown in the right panel of fig. 6.3, except that the non-modal 

value of Register also gives lax phonation type to the vowel. 

 

   

 

 

7. CITATION TONES FROM OTHER WU SITES 
 

The previous sections have given examples from just one speaker. The reader would be justified in arguing that this, on its 

own, is not enough to support claims for generality within Tongxiang, let alone across most of Wu. It would not help to 

adduce more Tongxiang speakers, but certainly data from speakers from other sites which show the same or similar 

structure would constitute a more compelling argument for generality. For the probability of getting the same structure 

from different speakers recorded by different investigators with different elicitation methods at different times is of course 

far, far greater assuming that the similarity is not occurring at random. So how many other Wu dialects, if any, are like 

Tongxiang? In order to get an idea, this final section will adduce data from several other Wu speakers from a selection of 

other sites/counties across the Wu area: Changyinsha in the north, Longyou in the west, Pingyang in the south-east, 

Zhenhai in the east-north-east, Taizhou in the east, Jinyun south of centre and Longquan in the south-west. These sites are 

 

        
Figure 6.2. Tonological representations for Tongxiang high and mid falling tones (top), and mid dipping and delayed 

low rising tones. σ = syllable, μ = mora. 

  
Figure 6.3. Tonological representations for Tongxiang truncated tones. σ = syllable, μ = mora. 
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shown on the map in figure 1.1. They all play variations – some large, some subtle, all interesting – on the Wu tonation 

template. 

 

 

8.  CHANGYINSHA CITATION TONES 

 
Fig. 8.1 shows the acoustics of the eight citation tones of a female speaker from Chángyīnshā 常阴沙. Changyinsha is a 

town in Jiangsu province on the southern bank of the Yangtze estuary, about 100 kilometers north-west of Shanghai and at 

the very north of the Wu area. Its location is shown in the map in fig. 1. Like Tongxiang, Changyinsha lies in the Taihu 

linguistic area of Wu, but in a different sub-area. The speaker was in her early seventies when I recorded her in 2011. The 

tones are arranged according to truncation and register. The acoustic values of the individual tokens are plotted in thin grey 

lines and their arithmetical values are plotted in thick red lines. Mean on- and offset perturbations have not been shown. 

Table 8.1 gives examples. 

 

Truncation is realised in the same multidimensional way as in Tongxiang, by phonation offset, Rhyme duration, vowel 

quality and number of contrasts.  Like in Tongxiang, too, the lower register in the bottom row tones is realised both in 

phonation type, F0 and segmentally, in incidence and realisation of voiced obstruent phonemes. The low register phonation 

type is similar to Tongxiang – lax and not very audible – but was resolvable by H1-H2 measures when the same speaker 

was recorded earlier for a paper on Wu phonation types (Cao and Maddieson 1992). The first author in this paper, Cao, was 

the speaker used in this chapter). Segmentally, the voiced phonemic obstruents are restricted to the low register tones and 

have voiceless lenes allophones word-initially and voiced allophones word-internally. 

 

As far as F0 is concerned, fig. 8.1 shows the F0 values of the low register tones lying largely in the lower half of the 

speaker's F0 range, but still overlapping with the F0 of the upper register tones. The F0 feature that most clearly defines the 

low register tones is their low onset, itself probably a function of the non-modal phonation type. In contrast to the low 

register tones, tones in the upper row of table 1 have modal phonation type, non-low onset F0, and lie largely in the upper 

F0 range.  
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The Changyinsha data indicate that it behaves in the same way with respect to truncation and register as Tongxiang, which 

is not surprising as the two locations are both within the same linguistic area of Taihu. However, unlike Tongxiang, there is 

not complete pairing by contour between the modal and non-modal register tones. The high level and low rise tones look to 

be paired by depression, with the low rising tone having a depressed high target. The same applies mutatis mutandis to the 

truncated tones (MH target). The high rise and corresponding delayed low rising tone are an interesting case. The high 

rising tone is clearly a MH target. But its lower register counterpart, although it shares a rising portion, is clearly not just a 

depressed MH. Perhaps this indicates the need for an additional type of delayed rising target – MMH – encoded in mora 

structure? The final pair of delayed high rise and low convex tone, however, are clearly not an instance of the same target 

differentially realised in upper and lower registers. The low convex tone would have to be an instance of a depressed falling 

target (HL) – as in Tongxiang, the initial F0 rise is a giveaway – whereas the delayed high rising tone might be another 

instance of a delayed MMH target. The theoretical implications of having paired tones across register with different targets 

need to be explored. 

 

 

9. LONGYOU CITATION TONES 

 
Fig. 9.1 shows the acoustics of the eight citation tones of a male speaker from Huzhen 湖镇, in the county of Longyou龙
游, from the Chuqu linguistic area, well in the west of the Wu area. The location of Huzhen is shown on the map in fig. 1. 

The speaker was 33 year old when recorded by Prof. Ballard in 1988. The tones are arranged according to truncation and 

Table 8.1. Phonetically transcribed examples of the eight Changyinsha citation tones.  

 

high level tʊ ŋ 东 east taʊ 刀 knife 

mid dipping tʊŋ 懂 understand taʊ 岛 island 

high rise tʊ ŋ 冻 cold taʊ 到 arrive 

low rise d ʊ ŋ 同 together   a ɪ 才talent 

low convex d ʊ ŋ 动 move m   五 five 

delayed low rise d ʊ ŋ 洞 hole v    饭 rice 

short stopped high rise ʨɪ ˀ 急 hurried ʦʰɐ ˀ 尺 square 
short stopped low rise d ɔ  ˀ 读 read     ȵɪɔ  ˀ 肉 meat 

 
Fig 8.1: The Wu tonation template exemplified with acoustics of eight citation tones from a speaker of 

Changyinsha. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.)  

 

 TRUNCATION 

non-truncated truncated 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 
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register. Table 9.1 gives examples, together with the descriptions of Longyou tones in Fu et al. (1985: 111) and Cao (2002: 

facing page 100).  

 

The Huzhen pitch values agree well with those for Longyou county in Cao (2002 facing page 100), the only discrepancy 

being that Cao describes a high dipping [434] pitch shape for the Huzhen speaker’s mid level tone. There is slightly worse 

agreement with the values in Fu et al. (1985), who transcribe different contours from the speaker’s low fall, delayed low 

rise and low convex tones. As mentioned above, one cannot be sure as to the cause of these discrepancies. 

 

Truncation is realised in the same multidimensional way as in Tongxiang and Changyinsha, by phonation offset, Rhyme 

duration, vowel quality and number of contrasts. The lower register in the bottom row tones is realised both in phonation 

type and F0 and segmentally, in incidence and realisation of voiced obstruent phonemes. The non modal phonation type is 

mostly whispery, the low falling tone has more noise. Harsh voice (transcribed 

) can also be heard on more open vowels. 

As far as F0 is concerned, fig. 9.1 shows the F0 values of the lower register tones lying largely in the lower half of the 

speaker's F0 range, but still overlapping with the F0 of the upper register tones. The F0 feature that most clearly defines the 

non-modal tones is their low onset, itself probably a function of the non-modal phonation type. In contrast to the lower 

Table 9.1. Phonetically transcribed examples of the eight citation tones of a speaker from Longyou.  

[V

] = harsh voice,  [   ] = (degrees of) breathy voice  

Huzhen speaker 
Cao 

(2002) 

Fu et al. 

(1985) 

mid level tʊ ŋ 东 east  kua   关 close 434 44 

high rise tɪe 点 dot  ʦʰɑ 草 grass 45 45 

high fall peɪ 背 back  tʰɪaʊ 跳 jump 52 54 

low fall d ɪe  田 field   d z uɑ  茶 tea 21 212 

delayed low rise m    五 five  z ɑ   上 ascend 213 13 

low convex b ɪ ŋ 病 ill  d ɪa 地 ground 231 31 

short stopped high ʦʰuə ˀ 出 out  p  ˀ 北 north  5 5 

short stopped low rise b   

ˀ 白 white  z ə ˀ 实 real 23 12 

 
Fig 9.1: The Wu tonation template exemplified with acoustics of eight citation tones from a speaker of Longyou. 

Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.)  

 

 TRUNCATION 

non-truncated truncated 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 
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register tones, tones in the upper row of fig. 9.1 have modal phonation type, non-low onset F0, and lie largely in the upper 

F0 range. Segmentally, as in Changyinsha and Tongxiang, the voiced phonemic obstruents are restricted to the low register 

tones and have voiceless lenes allophones word-initially and voiced allophones word-internally. 

 
The Huzhen data indicate that it behaves in the same way with respect to truncation and register as in previous examples. 

However, like Changyinsha, there is not complete pairing by contour. The truncated tones are clearly paired by depression, 

with the short low rising tone having a depressed short high target. The same applies mutatis mutandis to the high fall and 

low convex, which is a depressed high falling target; and to the high rise and delayed low rise, which is a depressed high 

rising target. The low falling tone, however, is clearly not an instance of a depressed M target, and must have another 

underlying target, presumably L. Note that the Longyou high fall ~ low convex pairing is a reflex of a different historical 

tonal category than in Tongxiang: *IIIa/IIIb in Longyou; *IIa/IIb in Tongxiang. This example of different historical 

categories realised by the same tones is a feature of Wu (Steed & Rose 2009). 

 

 

 

10. PINGYANG CITATION TONES 
 

Fig. 10.1 shows the acoustics of the eight citation tones of a young female speaker from the county of Pingyang 平阳, 

which lies in the very south-east of the Wu area, in its Oujiang linguistic area. The location of Pingyang is shown on the 

map in fig. 1. The speaker was recorded by me in 2016. The tones are arranged according to register, as Oujiang varieties 

typically lack truncation. Of note is the falsetto phonation type for the high rising tone, the F0 of which starts at the top of 

the speaker’s modal range, and rises. Table 10.1 gives examples, including descriptions of Pingyang tones from Fu et al. 

(1985: 110) and Cao (2002: facing page 100). The speaker’s pitch values agree fairly well with those in Fu et al. (1985 : 

110), although they do not mention falsetto for the high rising tone, and show the delayed low rise and delayed low rising 

tones differing in pitch height only: [23] vs. [12].  They also indicate a higher onset for the delayed low rise tone: [34]. 

Cao’s (2002) descriptions show greater discrepancies in contour. He notes a high fall [54] instead of a high rise; and a low 

concave [243] pitch for the speaker’s delayed low rise. As mentioned above, the reason for these differences is unclear. 

 

The lower register in the bottom row tones is realised both in phonation type and F0, and segmentally, in incidence and 

realisation of voiced obstruent phonemes. The lower register phonation type is breathy. As far as F0 is concerned, fig. 10.1 

shows the F0 values of the lower register tones lying largely in the lower half of the speaker's F0 range, below about 230 

Hz, but there is still overlapping between the tones of the two registers. The F0 of the mid dipping tone for example lies in 

the lower register range, and a considerable portion of the high fall also. The F0 feature that most clearly defines the non-

modal tones is, as usual, their low onset, itself probably a function of the non-modal phonation type. In contrast to the 

lower register tones, upper register tones have modal or falsetto phonation type, and non-low onset F0. Segmentally the 

voiced phonemic obstruents are restricted to the low register tones and have voiceless lenes allophones word-initially and 

voiced allophones word-internally.  

 

Clearly, the low level tone, which must have a L target, is not a low register depressed version of its high falling tone 

counterpart, which must be HL. The same applies, mutatis mutandis for the high level and mid falling pair, the former of 

which must have a H target and the latter HL (although the lower register mid fall clearly shows depression). The 

relationship between the high rise falsetto and the delayed low rise, however, is very similar to that in Changyinsha in fig. 

8.1. This suggests that the high rise falsetto has a MH target, which would be paralleled by the MMH target for the non-

modal register delayed low rise. Only the mid and low dipping tones would seem to share the same MLM targets. Even this 

pair, however, does not seem directly parallel to previous examples, in that the lower register tone appears to be uniformly 

shifted downwards, rather than just instantiate depression. 
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11. YONGKANG CITATION TONES 

 

Fig. 11.1. shows the acoustics of the six citation tones of a young female speaker from the town of Shizhuzhen 石柱镇 in 

the county of Yongkang 永康. Yongkang varieties belong to the Wuzhou linguistic area, which lies in the middle of the Wu 

area. Its location is shown in fig. 1. The speaker was recorded by Prof. Zhu in 1997, when she was 21 years old. The tones 

are arranged according to register, as Wuzhou varieties typically lack truncation. The fall in pitch in the high falling tone 

sounds to be produced by an abrupt mid-Rhyme larynx lowering. Before this, the pitch sounds level. This gesture usually 

changes phonation to creak or glottal stop, whence its abruptly dropping F0 to values below the non-modal range of about 

150 Hz. The rise in pitch of the fall-rise tones is only slight.  

 

Table 11.1 gives examples. It includes four other descriptions of Yongkang tones, from Fu et al. (1985: 110), Cao (2002: 

facing page 100), Qian (1992: 68) and Yuan (1983: 80). The main difference between the transcriptions in table 11.1 

concerns the tones corresponding to the Shizhuzhen speaker’s mid and low fall-rise tones, which three of the sources have 

as lacking a falling component. Since the falling component in the Shizhuzhen speaker’s fall-rise tones is much more 

Table 10.1. Phonetically transcribed examples of the eight citation tones of Pingyang. 
 [..] = (degrees of) breathy voice.  Italicisation = falsetto. 

Pingyang speaker 
Cao 

(2002) 

Fu et al. 

(1985) 

high level tʊ ŋ 东 east  t  刀 knife 44 44 

high rise falsetto t  ŋ 懂 understand  tɛ 岛 island 54 45 

high fall tʊ ŋ 冻 cold  t  到 arrive 42 42 

mid fall d ʊ  ŋ 同 together  ʥ a ʊ  球 ball 31 31 

delayed low rise d ʊ  ŋ 动 move  ʥ a ʊ 舅 uncle 243 34 

low level d ʊ  ŋ 洞 hole  ʥ yɔ  共 shared 22 11 

lower-mid dipping fu 福 fortune  ʨyɔ 脚 foot  34 23 

low dipping d   读 read  ʥ yɔ  局 office 213 12 

 

 

Figure 10.1. The Wu tonation template exemplified with acoustics of eight citation tones from a speaker of 

Pingyang. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.)  

 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 
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salient than the rise, this is a big difference.  None of the other sources mentions phonation type. 

 

 

Table 11.1. Phonetically transcribed examples of the six Yongkang citation tones. 

 

Shizhuzhen speaker 
Qian 

(1992) 
Cao 

(2002) 

Fu et 

al.(1985) 

Yuan 

(1983) 

mid level pɔə  波 wave taʊ 刀 knife 544 44 44 44 

mid fall-rise pɔɐ  八 eight taʊ 岛 island 434 35 334 35 

high fall pɔʊ 布 cloth taʊ  到 arrive 54 52 53 52 

low level b ɔ ɐ   拔 uproot d a ʊ  逃 flee 322 22 22 22 

low fall-rise b ɔ ɐ   白 white d a ʊ  稻 rice 323 13 113 13 

delayed low rise b ɔ ʊ 步 step mi a ʊ 庙 temple 214 24(1) 24 24(1) 

 

 

Figure 11.1. The Wu tonation template exemplified with acoustics of eight citation tones from a speaker of 

Shizhuzhen. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.)  

 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 

 

The lower register in the bottom row tones in fig. 11.1 is realised both in phonation type and F0; and segmentally, in 

incidence and realisation of voiced obstruent phonemes. The non-modal phonation type is markedly breathy, especially in 

the low fall-rise tone.  

 

Fig. 11.2 illustrates the acoustics of the register contrast on the level tones in the words [taʊ] 刀knife and [d a ʊ] 逃 flee. 

The difference in the F0 is clear, and corresponds to that in fig. 11.1. It can be seen that the breathiness in the low level tone 

is manifested mostly in a strong subglottal formant at about 400 Hz which runs through the whole Rhyme. All energy 

above the first formant is noisy. These features can be also seen spectrally, in the corresponding ffts. 
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As far as F0 is concerned, fig. 11.1 shows the F0 values of the lower register tones lying largely in the lower half of the 

speaker's F0 range, below about 200 Hz, but there is still overlapping between the tones of the two registers. The F0 of the 

mid fall-rise tone for example lies mostly the lower register range, and a considerable portion of the high fall also. The F0 

feature that most clearly defines the non-modal tones is once again their low onset, itself probably a function of the non-

modal phonation type. In contrast to the lower register tones, tones in the upper row of fig. 11.1 have modal phonation type, 

and non-low onset F0. Segmentally the voiced phonemic obstruents are restricted to the low register tones and have 

voiceless lenes allophones word-initially and voiced allophones word-internally. Pairing-by-contour is clear in the level and 

fall-rise tones. However, the effect of phonatory register on pitch is clearly not one of depression. Rather, the whole of the 

pitch of the non-modal tones appears to be shifted lower, in a similar fashion to the Pingyang dipping tones in fig. 10.1. 

This effect might be achieved with the enhanced Fujisaki command-response model by prolonging the depression 

command (cf fig. 5.5). 

 

 

 

12. ZHENHAI CITATION TONES and YONGJIANG GROWL 

 
There is a well-known Chinese saying from the Wu area declaring it better to argue with someone from Suzhou than speak 

with someone from Ningbo 宁可搭苏州人寻相骂也勿搭宁波人讲闲话.(Ningbo is a large city in the Yŏngjiāng 甬江

linguistic area of North-Eastern Zhejiang. Suzhou is a Wu city in Jiangsu, traditionally known for its refinement. See map, 

fig. 1). It is possible that the origins of this saying lie in voice quality, as Yongjiang varieties are often locally stereotyped 

as sounding stone-bone hard 石骨硬. In his 1928 survey of the Wu dialects Chao Yuen Ren already observed that the low 

onset of two Ningbo tones contributed to an especially indistinct and heavy Ningbo resonance 特別濁重的"寧波腔".  

 

The phonation in lower register tones is indeed found exaggerated, presumably as a socio-phonetic marker, in some 

Yŏngjiāng varieties. I first encountered this unmistakable phonation type when doing field work for my Ph.D. on Zhenhai 

  

  
 

Figure 11.2. Acoustic differences between upper and lower register level tone on a minimal pair with  aʊ . Left = [taʊ] 

刀 knife, right = [d a ʊ] 逃 flee. Top row = wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0 (red line). Bottom row = fft 

over the first 20 centiseconds of the Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). 

Y axes: top row left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = 

spectral amplitude (dB). 
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镇海 dialect (Rose 1982). I dubbed it growl, for reasons that are obvious if you hear it. With my first informant I assumed 

it was a speech defect. When my second informant also growled, I thought I had been doubly unlucky. With the third 

informant it dawned on me that it was somehow part of the accent, and I started growling back. A nice instantiation of 

Ladefoged’s (1983: 351) bon-mot “One person’s voice disorder is another person’s phoneme.”  

 

I made some initial speculations as to its production in Rose (1989), but a much better understanding had to await the 

conception of the larynx as articulator in the work of Moisik and Esling and associates (Esling et al. 2019) – arguably one 

of the most important developments in Phonetics in recent years. From inferences based on more recent investigation of 

Yongjiang speakers (Rose 2015), it appears these “Ningbo” stereotypes relate to a harsh phonation type often accompanied 

with epilaryngeal trilling. Growl shows many features of a socio-linguistic marker. It may have indexed the speaker as 

someone from the Yongjiang area. More modern responses to it are that it is “country man talk”. It is important to avoid the 

impression that growl is obligatory on each syllable. What actually conditions its appearance is presumably a combination 

of factors associated with communicative intent like interlocutor and prominence. 

 

To describe the salient features of growl, we first need examples of the citation tones. Figure 12.1 shows the citation tones 

of an elderly male speaker from Zhenhai town arranged according to truncation and register. The speaker was ca. 69 years 

old when I recorded him in 1977. Fig. 12.1 shows he has six citation tones. Table 12.1 gives examples, together with Fu et 

al.’s (1985: 109) description of Zhenhai tones. Growl is transcribed [

], after Esling (1996) and Moisik (2013), to imply 

epilaryngeal, as opposed to specifically aryepiglottal vibration. Note, however, that the trilling is not always present: the 

phonatory quality may just be harsh. Moreover, growl is sensitive to vowel height: higher vowels usually occur with 

whispery voice. Fu et al.’s transcriptions (1985) do not mention phonation type and do not note a low onset to the low 

convex tone, but otherwise they are similar to the Zhenhai speaker’s tonal pitch. 

 

Table 12.1. Examples of the six Zhenhai town isolation tones.  

The 
 

symbol after the vowel indicates growl (= either trilling or harsh voice). 

 

Zhenhai town speaker 
Fu et al. 

(1985) 

high fall tɑ  刀 knife sɿ 诗 poem ʨi 计time 53 

mid dipping tɑ 岛 island sɿ 史 history ʨi 鸡 chicken 433 

short stopped high  tɐ ˀ 得 virtue sə ˀ    失 lose ʨɪ ˀ 急 agitated 5 

low convex d ɑ
 逃 flee z ɿ 时 time ʥ i  骑 ride 31 

delayed low rise d ɑ 道 way z ɿ 事 event ʥ i  其 he she it 13 

short stopped low rise d ɐ ˀ 特 special z ə ˀ 实 real ʥ   

ˀ 直straight 12 

 

 

Fig 12.1 shows four non-truncated tones: high fall, low concave, mid dipping and delayed low rise. There are two truncated 

tones: short stopped high and short stopped low rise. The same pairing-by-depression of pitch contours can be seen as in 

Tongxiang, except that the high fall ~ low convex pairing is a reflex of different historical tonal categories: *Ia/Ib in 

Zhenhai; *IIIa/IIIb in Tongxiang (different historical categories realised by the same tones is a feature of Wu (Steed & 

Rose 2009). Thus the Zhenhai high falling and the low convex tones instantiate a HL target with modal and non-modal 

phonation; and the same applies mutatis mutandis to the mid dipping and delayed low rise tones (target: MLM ), and the 

truncated (target: H) tones. 
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Fig 12.1: The Wu tonation template exemplified with acoustics of six citation tones from a speaker of Zhenhai 

town. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.) 

 

 TRUNCATION 

non-truncated truncated 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 

 

 

Growl is realised over the initial part of the Rhyme in the non-modal register. Fig 12.2 shows, with mean acoustics of the 

citation tones from another male Zhenhai speaker, its approximate extent. This speaker was 30 years old when I recorded 

him in 1977; a quarter of a century later he is still growling. As in fig. 12.1, the non-modal tones can be seen to have a 

common low onset, and overall lower F0 than the modal. Growl obtains on low F0 values and dies out when they rise out 

of the lower 1/3 of his F0 range. That it does not return with the falling F0 values of the low convex tone shows that it is 

associated with Rhyme onset.  

 

 
 
Figure 12.2. Mean citation tonal acoustics for a male Zhenhai speaker showing extent of growl. X-axis = duration 

(csec.), y-axis = F0 (Hz). Non-modal tones are plotted with thicker lines. Triangles indicate growled portions. 

 

Fig. 12.3 shows some time-domain characteristics of trilled growl in the three non-modal register tones of the speaker in fig 

12.1. It can be seen that, from the onset of phonation, the waveform typically shows modulation of the glottal pulse 

amplitude contributing a periodicity in addition to the fundamental frequency. For example, in the first 10 - 15 centiseconds 

of the waveform of the delayed low rise token in the top left panel of fig 12.3, a pattern can be seen of two relatively strong 

glottal pulses followed by a weaker pulse. This is similar to the waveform seen in trills and means something is vibrating in 

addition to the vocal folds. The strong-weak modulation frequency can differ. For example, in the middle of the delayed 

low rise token in the top right panel of fig. 12.3 (from about csec. 30 to csec. 40) it repeats every two glottal pulses, 
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whereas at the onset of the low concave token in the middle left panel of fig. 12.3 it repeats every four pulses. The 

modulation dies out later in the (low convex, delayed low rising) non-truncated tones, but appears to persist throughout 

most of the (low rising) truncated tone. 

 

 

 

 

  
 

   
 

 
 

Figure 12.3. Aligned waveforms and wideband spectrograms, with superimposed F0, of examples of tones with 

epilaryngeal trilling in a speaker of Zhenhai dialect. Top line = delayed low rising tone. left = [b ɑ

] 抱 hug,  right = 

[l  
n] 乱 chaotic. Middle line = low convex tone. Left = [d ɑ 


] 堂 hall,   right = [d ɔ


ŋ] 同with. Bottom line = short 

stopped low rising tone. Left = [d ɐ 

ˀ] 特special, right = [ʥ   


ˀ] 直 straight. X-axis = duration (csec.), Y-axes: left = 

spectrographic frequency (Hz); right = F0 (Hz). 
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Figure 12.4. Examples of non-modal register phonation type from other Yongjiang speakers. From top to bottom row:  

(1) young male Putuoshan普陀山speaker: left = epilaryngeal trill in [z ɔ 

] 床 bed, right = harsh phonation in [ʥ y] 球 

ball. (2) young Zhenhai speaker from fig. 38: epilaryngeal trill in [d a

] 大 big, right =  whispery voice in [d   ] 团 group.  

(3) old male Xiangshan 象山speaker: harsh voice in [z a

 k ] 柴间 room for storing firewood. 

(4) middle-aged Zhenhai female: left = harsh phonation in [d ɐ

ʊ] to carry, right = whispery voice in [d   ] 淡 thick. 

(5) old Zhenhai female: left = harsh phonation in [  a

]  泻 diarhoea, right = epilaryngeal trill in [d ɐ


ʊ    ȵɪ ˀ] 大后日

three days hence. 

(6) old Zhenhai female: left = epilaryngeal trill in [v   
 ˀɑ  ] □ □ to get angry, right = harsh voice in [  a


 ɕa] □ 写how to 

write? 

 

Fig. 12.4 shows examples of non-modal phonation (harsh, whispery voice and epilaryngeal trill) from six other Yongjiang 

speakers. The first speaker, recorded by Prof Zhu in 2007, is a 30 y.o. male from Pŭtuóshān many of whose growls carry a 

degree of harshness that most clinicians would certainly label vocal abuse. The other speakers were recorded by me at least 

40 years ago, and show that females too can growl.  

 

So what structure in growl is vibrating in addition to the vocal folds? It is known that in extreme epilaryngeal constriction, 

oscillation can occur between the borders of the aryepiglottic folds and epiglottis as in the epiglottal trills demonstrated in 

Hassan et al. (2011) and Moisik et al. (2010), and this is what is hypothesised for growl in Esling at al. (2019: 74-75 et 

pass.).  
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Figure 12.5 shows a still of the laryngeal configuration, taken from a fibrescopic examination, in my growled [
]. (I have 

spoken conservative Zhenhai dialect non-natively, for over 35 years). A labelled nil phonation configuration is also 

provided for orientation. An engagement of the laryngeal sphincter mechanism can be seen, involving antero-posterior 

approximation of the epiglottis and aryepiglottic folds. The degree of epilaryngeal constriction, together with the 

arytenoidal adduction for phonation, allows but a glimpse of a small portion of the right cord with a possibly slightly open 

glottis. 

 

Oscillation is clear in the laryngoscopic video from which the still was taken, but not between the borders of the 

aryepiglottic folds and epiglottis as in the epiglottal trills demonstrated in Hassan et al. (2011) and Moisik et al. (2010). It is 

possible that such trilling is inhibited by my relatively massive cuneiforms. Rather, source modulation appears to come 

predominantly from the arytenoidal cartilage complex, especially the cuneiform cartilages, with some sympathetic 

vibration around the inner mucosa of the aryepiglottic folds (Moisik 2015). This particular modulation was noted by Trail 

(1985: 80) for one of the many contrastive phonation types in the Bushman language !Xoo. This is presumably an example 

of the between-speaker variation in execution of epilaryngeal vibration noted in Moisik (2013). 

 

So much for epilaryngeal trill, but it is important to realise that Yongjiang trill, harsh voice and whispery voice are really 

not three different things, but values on a continuum of epilaryngeal stricture (Esling et al. 2019: 161-164 et pass.).  

 

12.2 Growl in tone sandhi 
Tone sandhi in Zhenhai is largely left-dominant, where tone and phonatory register tend to be preserved on the left 

morpheme of a word, but lost on the right (Ballard 1984, Zhang 2007). Growl is thus found preserved as a regular part of 

left-dominant lexical tone sandhi in Yongjiang varieties.  

 

This can be nicely demonstrated with an excerpt from a short conversational observation about the word rice. The speaker 

is explaining that the character for rice (飯) also appears in the words for mealtimes: breakfast, lunch and dinner. He says 

"This [the character 飯] is pronounced '
'; (as for example in) breakfast, lunch, dinner".  In terms already explained for 

Tongxiang, the Zhenhai word for rice has a dipping target with non-modal register, in this case, growl [
 113].   

 

The word rice’s first occurrence, as part of a verb-object phrase, is as a nominal object governed by the verb // 读 to be 

read as. Tone and phonation type also interact as part of the complex tone sandhi for which Wu is famous. Typical Wu 

tonal sensitivity to morphosyntactic structure - most varieties, for example, use sandhi to distinguish between phonological 

word and syntactic phrase, in much the same way as English uses stress in pairs like black bird and blackbird. Under such 

morphosyntactic circumstances, as an independent word, it preserves its delayed low rising pitch and growl: [. 
(= this, =读 is read as). Fig. 12.5 shows spectrogram, waveform and F0 for this utterance. The growled portion of 

[
] is clear, the strong-weak pulsing extending for about 10 centiseconds from the onset of phonation, to where the F0 

starts to rise. 

                                                        
 

Figure 12.5: Laryngoscopic view of author's epilarynx during growl. left: epilaryngeal trill; right: nil phonation. 

Subject faces towards the bottom. ae = aryepiglottic fold, c = cuneiform tubercle, k = cornicluate cartilage, v = 

vocal fold, f = ventricular fold, et = epiglottic tubercle. 
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Rice occurs as the final morpheme in the three compound words that follow: breakfast [tʰi ȵia  v  44.44.44] 天亮飯, lunch 

[44.44.44] 晝過飯, and dinner [ 11.34] 夜飯. In these words the rice morpheme has undergone regular 

lexical tone sandhi changes to high level [44] and high rising [34] pitches, but more importantly the growl has been lost, 

restoring modal phonation. Acoustics for breakfast and dinner are shown in fig 12.6, where it can be seen that there is no 

growl in the final syllable. Note also, however, the presence of growl on the first syllable of dinner: [ 11. 34] 夜

飯.The morpheme involved { 夜 night} has a low register dipping target and therefore its growl is preserved word-

initially. 

 

 

 

 

Growl's currency at the time of writing is not clear. The Putuoshan speaker (no.1 in fig. 12.4) volubly attests to the presence 

of growling Yŏngjiāng speakers in 2007, and a video on the internet has a Ningbo speaker with growl (I thank Dr. Shen 

Ruiqing for the reference). However, a thesis on phonation types in Ningbo written in 2007 (Whitehead 2007) was only 

able to find speakers with breathy or whispery non-modal phonation.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12.5. Aligned waveform and wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0 of the Zhenhai utterance [ 
this is read ‘rice’, showing growl on [

]. 

 
Figure 12.6 Aligned waveform and wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0 of the Zhenhai words breakfast 

[ 44.44.44] 天亮飯 (left) and dinner [ 11.34] 夜飯, showing modal phonation on the morpheme {
 飯 

rice} resulting from lexical tone sandhi. 
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13. JINYUN CITATION TONES and CONTRASTING NON-MODAL PHONATION 

  
An additional tonational complexity may be found in the eight tones of a speaker from Wŭyúnzhèn 五雲鎮, spoken in 

Jìnyún county (see map, fig. 1). Wuyunzhen lies in the Chuzhou sub-linguistic area of Wu. Like other Wu varieties 

exemplified, the same phonatory-register partitioning of tones is found; but unlike them the non-modal phonation differs 

starkly depending on the tone. Two tones – with low rising and mid falling pitch – have breathy phonation; two tones – 

with low dipping and low rising pitch – are creaky.  

 

Table 13.1 Phonetically transcribed examples of the eight Jinyun citation tones.  

 

Wuyunzhen speaker 
Fu et al. 

(1985) 

Cao 

(2002) 

mid level ʨy  专 special n  n 丁 Ding 44 334 

high fall ʨiʊ  展 spread t  短 short 41 53 

high convex teɪ 對 opposite kʰɒ 抗 resist 54 554 

low rise (-fall) z  ɪ 才 talent b    n 平 flat 342 231 

mid fall ʥ    n 近 near l  ɯ 老 old 31 31 

creaky low dipping p  备prepare vɑ  饭 rice 213 213 

mid fall-level ˀj ɪ 一 one tʰ ɯ 秃 bald 5 423 

creaky low rise z   杂 mixed ta ʊ 读 read 34 35 

 

 
Figure 13.1:  Acoustics of eight citation tones of a speaker from Wuyunzhen. The break in the middle of the 

creaky tones indicates the creaked portion. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration 

(csec.) 

 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 

 
The speaker’s eight Wuyunzhen tones are exemplified in table 13.1, where transcriptions from two other sources (Fu et al. 

1985: 110, Cao (2002: facing page 100) are also shown. Fig. 13.1 shows their acoustics. The break in the F0 of the creaky 

tones indicates the location of the creaked portion. The speaker is a 20 y.o. female recorded by Prof. Zhu’s assistant in 

1997. It can be seen that all but one of her pitch/F0 shapes are contour, three of which (high concave, mid fall-level, low 

dipping) are complex. The low rising tone has an optional final fall, which might also qualify it as complex. The other 

descriptions largely agree with the speaker’s pitch shapes (one notes a short tone corresponding to the speaker’s mid fall-
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level; neither shows a rising component in the tones corresponding to the speaker’s high convex tone. Neither description 

mentions phonation type.  

 

Wuyunzhen lacks a separate truncation dimension. The tones one would expect to be truncated (i.e. the reflexes of the 

Middle Chinese ru category) are mid fall-level and creaky low rising (in the rightmost column of fig. 13.1). A glottal-stop 

coda can indeed be heard on some, but it is not obligatory; and it can also be seen in fig. 13.1 that neither are these two 

tones shorter than the others to the extent shown in varieties with truncation.  

 
The lower register in the bottom row tones is of course what is interesting. As with all other sites discussed, it is realised 

both in phonation type and F0. Unlike other varieties described, however, there are two very different non-modal phonation 

types: breathy and creaky. Breathy voice occurs on the low rise (-fall) and mid fall tones; creaky voice occurs on the low 

dipping and low rising tones. Figs. 13.2 and 13.3 show illustrative acoustics (spectrograms and ffts for the first 10 

centiseconds of the Rhyme).  

 

 

 

  

      
 

Figure 13.2. Acoustics of the Wuyunzhen speaker’s mid falling breathy tone in [l  ɯ ] 老 old  (left) and [t  ] 断 cut 

(right). Top row = Waveforms and narrowband spectrograms with superimposed F0. Bottom row = fft over first 10 

centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left 

= spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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A strong subglottal resonance below the frequency of the first formant can be seen running throughout the Rhyme in the 

spectrograms of all the breathy tokens, and there is clearly considerable noise evident also, especially in the low rise tone 

token for Chen in the right panel of fig. 13.3, which shows a stretch of extremely noisy periodicity between csec. 12 and 

csec. 22. The fft spectra show high energy in the region of the fundamental relative to the harmonic closest to the first 

formant centre frequency, and much interharmonic noise.  

 

Fig 13.4 shows illustrative spectrograms for the creaky tones. The expected high jitter and shimmer typical of creaky voice 

can be seen in the middle of both tones.  

 

 

 

   
 

                  
 

Figure 13.3. Acoustics of the Wuyunzhen speaker’s low rising breathy tone in [t  ɯ ] 逃 flee (left) and [tsa ŋ] 陈 Chen 

(right). Top row = Waveforms and narrowband spectrograms with superimposed F0. Bottom row = fft over first 10 

centiseconds of Rhyme. X axes: top row = duration (csec.), bottom row = spectral frequency (Hz). Y axes: top row left 

= spectrographic frequency (Hz), top row right = fundamental frequency (Hz), bottom row = spectral amplitude (dB). 
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As far as F0 is concerned, figure 13.1 shows the F0 values of the lower register tones lying largely in the lower half of the 

speaker's F0 range, but still overlapping a little with the F0 of the modal tones. The modally phonated mid fall-level tone 

for example lies to a considerable extent within the range of the non-modal tones.  F0 onset will define (just) the difference 

between the two registers, with tones with mean onset below about 225 Hz being lower register. If the F0 onset of paired 

modal and non-modal tones is considered, then it will separate them well. As with the other varieties, the lower F0 onset is 

probably a function of the non-modal phonation type. In contrast to the non-modal tones, tones in the upper row of fig 13.1 

have modal phonation type, non-low onset F0, and lie largely in the upper F0 range. There is pairing by contour for four of 

the tones: between high and mid fall, with the latter being clearly a depressed high fall; and between mid level and low rise 

(-fall), with low rise being a plausible depressed mid level. It is not possible to interpret the two creaky tones as depressed 

versions of their modally phonated counterparts, and they must have separate targets. 

 

Given the similarity in pitch shapes, a case can be made for typologically contrastive phonation type: modal vs. creaky 

voice could be said to contrast between mid fall-level and low dipping creaky tones; and breathy vs. creaky could be said to 

contrast between breathy low rise(-fall) and creaky low rise tones. The case would be phonologically weak, however, as the 

contrasts are not systematic, i.e one does not find the different phonation contrasting for all tones. 

 

13.2 Wuyunzhen phonation types in tone sandhi 
The phonation types also play a part in tone sandhi, where, as with other Wu dialects, tone sandhi is sensitive to 

morphosyntactic structure. In common with most varieties in the southern half of Zhejiang, Wuyunzhen has a right-

dominant tone sandhi system: tone and phonation type are preserved on word-final morphemes, but can change on 

morphemes towards the beginning of a phonological word (Ballard 1984, Zhang 2007, Rose 2016). For example, both free 

morphemes {d ɔ ʊ big} and {l  road} in the word [d ɔ ʊ l ] 大路 main road have the low dipping creaky morphotoneme. 

(The creaky acoustics of big on its own can be seen in fig. 13.4). In the disyllabic word, the tone and phonation type are 

preserved on the word-final syllable (allowing for pitch changes due to influence from the preceding syllable). However, 

the tone on the first syllable changes in lexical sandhi to the mid falling tone, with its breathy voice.  

                
 

    
Figure 13.4. Waveforms and narrowband spectrograms with superimposed F0 of Wuyunzhen tones with creaky 

phonation. Top row = low dipping tone:  left = [d ɔ ʊ] 大 big, right = [p ] 备 prepare. Bottom row = low rising tone: left 

= [ta ʊ] 读read,  right = [za ɪ] 食eat. 
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Fig. 13.5 shows the acoustics of this word. The creaky voice on the word-final syllable can be easily seen in the high jitter 

and shimmer in the middle of the vowel. The first syllable, however, no longer shows any indication of creak (you can see 

what it looks like with creak in fig 13.4), and indeed now carries the mid falling breathy tone. Another example of this 

word-initial syllable change, this time with the low rising creaky tone on the second syllable, is shown in the word [d ɔ ʊ 

ma ] 大麦 maize in right panel of fig. 13.5. 

 

 

  
 
Figure 13.5.  Acoustics of disyllabic words word with word-initial low dipping creaky morphotoneme showing changes in 

tone and phonation type on word-initial syllable. Left = [d ɔ ʊ] 大路 main road; right = [d ɔ ʊ ma ] 大麦 maize. X-axis = 

duration (csec.). Y-axes: left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), right = fundamental frequency (Hz). 

 
Consider now a low dipping creaky morphotoneme occurring as the first syllable in a disyllabic phrase like sell cattle 

[] 賣牛. Unlike in the word example above, where right-dominant lexical tone sandhi changes occur on the first 

syllable, the creaky phonation is preserved in the first syllable verb [] to sell. The second syllable noun (cattle) carries a 

breathy low rising allotone of the low convex breathy morphotoneme. Thus both phonation types are preserved in tones in 

the phrase. A nice contrast then obtains with the phrase buy cattle 買牛, the first syllable of which (buy) carries the mid 

falling breathy morphotoneme: []. Fig 13.6 shows the acoustics of this minimal pair. 

 

  
 

Figure 13.6. Contrast between creaky and breathy tones on first syllable of a disyllabic phrase. Left = [] 賣牛 sell 

cattle; right = [] 買牛 buy cattle. X-axis = duration (csec.). Y-axes: left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), right = 

fundamental frequency (Hz). 
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14. TIANTAI CITATION TONES and TAIZHOU TONE-BREAKING 

 
The next interaction between tone and phonation type we document is the one mentioned to introduce the chapter. It has 

been known since Chao Yuen Ren’s survey of the Wu dialects in 1928. He noted of two tones in the dialect of Huángyán 

黃岩 that they had a glottal-stop in the middle of the vowel which gave the impression of two syllables:  

 

“上聲字單讀時(尤其是陽上)當中喉頭關一關,作一個(耳朵)音把字切成兩個音節似的.” (Chao 1928: 

85). [In the citation Shangsheng tones, especially the Yangshang tone, the throat closes a little to produce a 

sound which gives the impression of cutting the word into two syllables.] 

 

Chao’s English version, which is not quite the same, runs: 

 “Hwangyan (黃岩) has a sort of disyllabic Shaangsheng, that is, syllables of that tone class have a glottal 

stop in the middle of the vowel or between the vowel and a final nasal, thus giving the impression of two 

syllables.” (Chao 1928: xiv). 

 

Tone 

name 

Musical notation Tone 

name 

Musical notation  

 
 

Ia 

 

Ib 
 

IIa 

 
IIb 

 

IIIa 
 

IIIb 

 

IVa 
 

IVb 
 

   
Table 14.1: Chao’s (1928) description of Huangyan tones. Left = musical notation, right = reconstructed F0 values. IIa and 

IIb are the two “disyllabic” tones. 

 
Chao’s (1928) musical transcription of the Huangyan tones is shown in table 14.1. The two tones with the mid-rhyme 

glottal-stop – the “disyllabic” Shangsheng tones – are IIa (red) and IIb (green). They are transcribed as having falling-rising 

pitch, with each of their pitch targets non-prolongable. The right panel of table 14.1 shows the tonal F0 values of Chao’s 

Huangyan informant reconstructed from his musical notation – the method is described in Rose (1993: 215, 216). It can be 

seen that their F0 falls abruptly to mid Rhyme duration and then rises.  

 

The Huangyan speaker recorded by Ballard in the late 80’s (1992) had no such glottal-stop. Zhu (2006) noted that it was 

also not present in his recordings of Huangyan speakers made in the late 90’s. He did note, however, that it could still be 

heard in speakers from nearby sites. The citation tone acoustics from Zhu’s recordings of speakers of four of these sites 

were documented in Rose (2019). The sites were: Sānhézhèn 三合镇 and Yìzháixiāng 义宅乡 in Tiantai 天台 county; 

Sāngzhōuzhèn 桑州镇 in Nínghăi 宁海 county; and Fāngqiánzhèn 方前镇 in Pán’ān 磐安 county (see map in fig. 1). 

These four speakers all clearly had Chao’s “disyllabic tone” effect in corresponding tones in both the upper and lower 

register. It sounded like a brief interruption of modal phonation in mid Rhyme similar to the Standard Vietnamese broken 

tone. The speakers’ complete tonal data may be listened to, and their acoustics inspected, on the author’s website. Zhu 

(2006) also states that the effect could be heard in a single upper register tone in some speakers from sites in neighbouring 

Xianju 仙居 county. One of them – Buluxiang 步路乡– is shown on the map in fig.1  

 

All these varieties have the typical Wu upper and lower register split illustrated in the varieties above. This means that in 

the varieties with two “disyllabic tones”, the lower register “disyllabic tone” can also occur with breathy voice. This pre-

empts simply relying on the vague terms larygealisation or glottalisation to name it, as non-modal laryngeal activity is 

already present in the low register tone. The term glottal-stop is also a problem because Zhu (2006) points out that the 

effect sounds and looks more like creak. I will therefore borrow the term broken tone from Vietnamese. Since the linguistic 

area of Wu to which these all these varieties belong is called Taizhou, it can be called Taizhou tone-breaking. The 

phenomenon of broken tones introduces some interesting problems in the acoustic quantification of tone. Below I first 
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discuss these, in section 14.1, and then I exemplify the tones of a speaker with the Taizhou tonation – that is, with broken 

tones that can be both breathy and modal. 

 

14.1 Tonal F0 extraction and quantification in broken tones 
Tone breaking is usually accompanied by relatively heavy jitter and shimmer, which, like growl and creak, can play havoc 

with automatic F0 extraction. Fig. 14.1 shows the acoustics, extracted in Praat, of an upper register broken tone in a 

Sanhezhen speaker’s word  tø
ʔ
ø  / 短 short. (The [

ʔ
] symbol is used to represent breaking.) High jitter and shimmer are 

obvious over a relatively short stretch in mid-Rhyme of about 6 centiseconds, between about csec. 12 and csec. 18. Less 

obviously, but still auditorily clear, is a less jittery, dichrotic stretch from about csec.20 to csec.25. (The Rhyme offset can 

also be seen, indicated by onset of irregular pulsing, at about csec. 31). It can also be appreciated that, despite a low pitch 

floor setting in Praat of 50 Hz, the F0 has not been well extracted over the initial high jitter stretch. Praat shows high F0 

values for this, but tone breaking actually involves considerable drops in F0, and in the middle of this token actually occur 

periods corresponding to between 150 and 200 Hz.  

 

 

Figure 14.1: Acoustics of an upper register broken tone, showing typical jitter and shimmer. Axes – left: spectral 

frequency (Hz), right: F0 (Hz), bottom: duration (csec.). 

 

Tonal acoustics in broken tones were measured by first generating a wideband spectrogram in Praat, together with an 

aligned waveform and superimposed F0 contour. The good time-domain resolution of the spectrogram was then used to 

hand-segment the onset and offset points of the Rhyme. Onset was deemed to be at the first high-amplitude glottal pulse of 

the Rhyme; offset was adjudged to be the point where irregularities in either amplitude or period, or both, became evident. 

The F0 over each Rhyme was then extracted with Praat. 

From a perceptual point of view, of course, the precise values of F0 during the broken portion of a tone are irrelevant: it is 

the jitter and shimmer, and also abrupt drops in amplitude, which generate the percept cuing the category. But it is useful 

for tonetics, quite apart from correcting failures in automatic F0 extraction, to devise a method of accurately sampling the 

F0 time course throughout the Rhyme, in order to facilitate inferences on production. Thus, depending on whether the tone 

was broken or not, different methods were used for sampling the F0. For normal tokens, F0 was modelled in R with an 

eighth-order polynomial, the high order being necessary to avoid over-smoothing at this point of the procedure. For broken 

tones, separate models were used for a central portion of the F0 containing the obviously broken portion and the remaining 

peripheral modal values. F0 from the peripheral portions was modelled with a low order polynomial (cubic or quartic); F0 

from the central portion was modelled with R’s lowess function. The F0 was then sampled using these models, with a 

sufficiently high frequency to capture the details of its time-course: at 10% points of the Rhyme as well as at 5% and 95%. 

Fig. 14.2 illustrates this procedure with the F0 from the token shown in figure 14.1. The central F0 values containing the 

putative broken F0 are shown with red dots. Because the first half of these were incorrectly extracted by Praat (see figure 

14.1) they were measured manually, and pitch-synchronously, from the waveform. The cubic polynomial fitted to the 

peripheral portion is shown in blue, the lowess fit to the central portion (smoothing = 0.2) is shown with a thin black line). 

The sampling points for tonal F0 are shown along the top, and with vertical dashed lines; and the sampled tonal F0 values 

at these points are shown with larger cyan dots. It can be seen that this method results in a close fit to the observed F0 

values. 
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Figure 14.2:  Illustration of procedure for extracting F0 in broken tones. X-axis = duration (csec.), y-axis = F0 (Hz). 

See text for explanation. 

 

Although the configuration in fig. 14.2 invites rather strongly the interpretation of an impulse response in an underlying 

gradually decaying parameter (vocal fold tension perhaps?), a prior ontological question arises: are the interpolated values 

real? (The danger of polynomial inter- and extrapolation is, after all, a commonplace.) So an experiment was conducted to 

ascertain how much of an unbroken tonal F0 contour excised from mid-rhyme can be restored from polynomial modelling 

of the type demonstrated above. Unbroken contour tones from different Wu varieties were used, and increasing portions of 

their F0 removed from the middle of their time course. The resulting defective F0 was then modelled with a low-order 

(cubic or quartic) polynomial and the results compared with the original intact F0 shape. Fig. 14.3 shows one such trial on 

the F0, in thick grey, of an unbroken high falling-rising tone of a speaker from Xiānjū 仙居, where slightly more than 60% 

of the F0 has been removed (from 20% to 80% of duration). The remaining data, in blue, obviously contain sufficient 

information on the original F0 contour to enable interpolation with a cubic, in red, with a low mean-squared error. It was 

found that this was generally the case, with better approximation, of course, the less F0 removed. 

 

 
 

Figure 14.3.  Cubic polynomial restoration of excised F0 in an unbroken high falling-rising tone from a Xianju 

speaker. X-axis = duration (csec.), y-axis = F0 (Hz). See text for explanation. 

 

Mean F0 trajectory was then calculated from the sampling points over all tokens of a tone. Fig. 14.4 shows the resulting 

plot for ten tokens of a broken Sanhezhen tone. It can be seen that the different tokens show perturbatory effects of 

different magnitude. Some show a considerable drop in F0, others only a small drop. Inspection of the plots for the broken 

tones showed that these perturbations in mid time-course have a weak positive correlation with vowel height, i.e. higher 

vowels have less perturbation. Now that the extraction of F0 in broken tones has been described, we can look at all the 

tones of a Taizhou variety with broken tones: Sanhezhen. 
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Figure 14.4: Sampled F0 in 10 different broken tone words. Red line = mean. X-axis = duration (csec.), y-axis = F0 

(Hz). 

 

14.2 Broken tones in Tiantai 
Table 14.2 gives examples the eight citation tones of a female speaker from Sanhezhen. The broken tone examples are 

transcribed with a superscript [
ʔ
] between two vowels. Fig. 14.5 gives the acoustics of her eight citation tones arranged 

according to Truncation and Register. The two broken tones, one upper and one lower, are easily recognisable from their 

mid-Rhyme abrupt drop and recovery in F0.  

 

Table 14.2. Phonetically transcribed examples of Tiantai-Sanhezhen citation tones. 

[V
ʔ
V] = broken tone 

 

high fall taʊ  刀 knife ku 孤 isolate 

broken high fall taʔʊ 岛 island ku
ʔ
u 古 ancient 

high level taʊ 到 arrive ku 故 reason 

short stopped high  pɐ ˀ 百 hundred sə ˀ    失 lose 

low fall d a ʊ 逃 flee b   爬 climb 

 broken mid fall d a ʔʊ 稻 rice b  ʔ
u 部 department 

low rise d a ʊ 道 way b   步 step 

short stopped mid b ɐ  ˀ 白white d    ˀ 夺 steal 
 

Truncation is realised in the same multidimensional way as in other varieties described, by phonation offset, Rhyme 

duration, vowel quality and number of contrasts. Just as with many of the other sites described, the registers have 

segmental, depression and phonation-type correlates. The non-modal phonation type is breathy.  

 

As far as F0 is concerned, fig. 14.5 shows the F0 values of the lower register tones lying largely in the lower half of the 

speaker's F0 range, but still overlapping with the F0 of the upper register tones. Low F0 onset, probably a function of 

phonation type, is again the best F0 feature that most clearly defines the low register tones. In contrast to the lower register 

tones, upper register tones in fig. 14.5 have non-low onset F0, and lie largely in the upper F0 range. Segmentally, the 

voiced phonemic obstruents are restricted to the low register tones and have voiceless lenes allophones word-initially and 

voiced allophones word-internally.  

 

For three pairs, the upper and lower register tones have the same target and are related by depression. Thus the truncated 

tones have a high (H) target; the high level and low rise also have a high target; and the broken tones have a high falling 

(HL) target. The remaining pair – the high and low falling tones – are interesting. The F0 of the high falling tones in the 

varieties described above have an accelerating F0 rate of change of F0 with respect to time, whereas the Sanhezhen high 

falling tonal F0 contour has a decelerating F0 derivative (as does also its corresponding low falling tone). Pike, in his 

(1948) classic Tone Languages already pointed out (p.9) that falling tones were not all the same, but could differ in rate of 

pitch fall. It is of course not possible to capture this difference formally in a HL sequence of tone targets alone. A possible 

discrete representation of the deceleration would be as a HLL sequence of tonal targets, but such a sequence of 

autosegments would be classically prohibited. Presumably one would have to have recourse to association with the mora 

tier which allows a prolongation of the L target by associating it with both mora, as shown in fig. 14.6. 
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Fig 14.5:  Acoustics of eight citation tones from a Sanhezhen speaker illustrating both upper and lower register 

broken tones. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.) 

 

 TRUNCATION 

non-truncated truncated 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 

 

 

 
Figure 14.6. Possible feature-geometrical representation of a decelerated high falling tone. 

 

 

Given the decelerated nature of the high falling tone, it is possible that the F0 shape of its lower register counterpart 

represents a depressed version of the same HLL target. If this is the case, there is contour pairing by depression for all four 

Sanhezhen pairs.  

 

Fig, 14.7 shows the acoustics of the register difference for the truncated H target tones in [pɐ ˀ] 百 hundred and [b ɐ  ˀ] 白 

white. The F0 has a lower onset in the lower register token, and the VOT is greater; but the clearest difference is in the 

noise above about 1.5 kHz over about the first 10 centiseconds of the Rhyme. F3 at about 3 kHz for example is mostly 

noise-excited. The spectra over the first 5 centiseconds of Rhyme show the usual higher energy around the fundamental 

relative to that around the first formant frequency, and greater interharmonic noise for the lower register token. 
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Fig.14.8 shows the acoustics of the register difference for the HLL target tones in [taʊ] 刀 knife and [d a ʊ] 逃 to flee. The 

by now familiar spectrographic differences in early high frequency noise, VOT and F0 depression are clear, as are the 

spectral differences in low frequency energy and noise above about 1.5 kHz. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Figure 14.7. Acoustics of Sanhezhen register difference in the truncated tones. Left = [pɐ ˀ] 百 hundred, right = [b ɐ  ˀ]

白 white. Top = wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0, bottom = fft over first 5 centiseconds of Rhyme.  
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Fig, 14.9 shows the acoustics of the register difference in the broken tones in the words [taʊ] 宝 precious and [d a ʊ] 稻rice. 

The broken portion in mid Rhyme is clear in both, with low F0 values and irregular glottal pulsing. Modal voice is restored 

towards the end of the Rhyme, with a rise in pitch. There is a large difference both in onset F0 and F0 trajectory over the 

initial modal portion, with the upper register tone F0 falling from a high F0 value and the lower register tone first rising 

from a lower value and then falling (this is clearly audible as a pitch rise). The same difference in high frequency noise at 

Rhyme is observed as with the non-broken falling tones, but over a shorter portion, and there is also the same VOT 

difference. The fft spectra also show the same distributional differences of energy at frequencies around the fundamental.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

                    
 

Figure 14.8. Acoustics of Sanhezhen register difference in the falling tones. Left = [taʊ] 刀 knife, right = [d a ʊ] 逃 to 

flee. Top = wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0, bottom = fft over first 6 centiseconds. 
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The data in fig. 14.9 show very clearly two independent laryngeal effects of breathiness and “breaking”. The source of  the 

breathiness – turbulence from a relatively open glottis and, possibly, constricted epilarynx – has been discussed above. 

Where does the “breaking” come from? Recall that it is manifested by a momentary abrupt drop in F0 accompanied by 

differing degrees of jitter and shimmer dependent on vowel quality. This is followed quickly by a rise in pitch with modal 

phonation.  

 

This kind of perturbation is most likely related to ventricular incursion, whereby the false vocal folds are adducted in such a 

way as to vertically load the true folds. This coupling results both in the damping and reduction in frequency of their 

vibration (Moisik & Esling 2011: 1408, Esling et al. 2019: 63). Many laryngoscopic studies have shown that the ventricular 

folds are centrally involved in the production of both glottal stops and creak, the damping resulting in irregular lower 

frequency oscillation (creak, creaky voice), or its cessation (glottal-stop). Laryngeal behaviour in a strong glottal stop was 

shown in fig. 3.1, in the section on truncation. Fig. 14.10 shows frames from videos demonstrating ventricular incursion 

and creak. Fig 14.10A illustrates ventricular incursion during my production of a bilabial implosive [ɓ] between two [i] 

vowels. As voiced implosives are usually accompanied by quite a high rate of modal vocal fold vibration, it is likely that 

there is little or no coupling with the true cords in this token, which may be due to the minimal epilaryngeal constriction. 

Fig. 14.10B was taken during my production of a creaky [ ] vowel and shows ventricular incursion with typical 

epilaryngeal constriction (the cuneiform cartilages are closer to the epiglottic tubercle). The right vocal fold can be 

glimpsed through the ventricular aperture. A sensible inference from all this is that the Taizhou broken tones involve a brief 

vertical ventricular damping gesture initiated just after onset of phonation.  
 

 

 

   

    
 

Figure 14.9. Acoustics of Sanhezhen register difference in the broken tones. Left = [taʊ] 宝 precious, right = [d a ʊ] 稻
rice. Top = wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0, bottom = fft over first 4 centiseconds. 
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Figure 14.10. Frames from a laryngoscopic video illustrating ventricular incursion. Left = in voiced bilabial implosive [ɓ], 

right = in creaky voiced [ ].  Subject is facing towards the bottom. 

 

Broken tones in tone sandhi 

Taizhou varieties have right-dominant tone sandhi: tone on the word-final syllable is preserved, but changes take place to 

tones on syllables closer to the beginning of the word. On word-final syllables, then, one hears broken tones. On word-

initial syllables in disyllabic words, however, the breaking effect is lost, the tones having a high or mid falling pitch. 

Examples are shown at [14.1], [14.2], [14.3] and [14.4]. [14.1] shows the composition of the disyllabic word [tsəʊ k 
ʔ
ʊ    ] 

走狗 running dog with broken upper register tones on both morphemes. It can be seen that the tone on the first syllable is 

no longer broken: it is just a tone with a high falling pitch.  

 

 [tsəʊ k 
ʔ
ʊ    ] 走狗 running dog    < {tsə

ʔ
ʊ   走 run} + {k 

ʔ
ʊ   狗 dog }                       [14.1]  

 

A spectrogram of this word is shown in the top left panel of fig. 14.11.  

 

[14.2] shows the composition of the disyllabic word  [d a ʊ tsʰa
ʔ
ʊ    ] 稻草 rice straw, with broken upper register tone on 

the word-final morpheme and broken lower register tone on the word-initial morpheme. It can be seen that the tone on the 

first syllable is no longer broken, leaving a tone with a depressed mid falling breathy pitch. 

 

[d a ʊ tsʰa
ʔ
ʊ    ]  稻草  rice straw   < {d a 

ʔ
ʊ 2312 稻 rice} + {tsʰaʔʊ   草straw }                       [14.2] 

 

A spectrogram of this word is shown in the top right panel of fig. 14.11. 

  

[14.3] shows the composition of the disyllabic word [mɔ d ɔ 
ʔ
ŋ 332.2312] 马桶 toilet, with broken lower register tones on 

both morphemes The word-final broken syllable tone is retained, but the breaking is lost on the word-initial syllable.   

 

[mɔ d ɔ 
ʔ
ŋ 332.2312]  马桶  toilet   < {mɔ

ʔ
ɔ 2312 马 horse} + {d ɔ ʔŋ 2312 桶 bucket }                       [14.3] 

 

A spectrogram of this word is shown in the bottom right panel of fig. 14.11. 

  

[14.4] shows the composition of the disyllabic word [ke za
ʔ
ʊ   2312] 改造 rebuild, with broken lower register tone on the 

word-final morpheme and upper register broken tone on the word-initial morpheme. The word-final broken syllable tone is 

retained, but lost on the word-initial syllable.   

 

[ke za
ʔ
ʊ     ] 改造 rebuild < { ke

 ʔ
e   改 change} + { za

ʔ
ʊ  2312 造 build }                       [14.4] 

 

A spectrogram of this word is shown in the bottom left panel of fig. 14.11. 

 

In fig. 14.11 typical acoustic effects of breaking can be seen on the word-final syllable, with momentary drops in F0 and 

amplitude of different amounts. The first syllable Rhyme shows no evidence of breaking.  
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Chao (1928: xiv) noted for Huangyan dialect that “In connected phrases, the glottal stop is usually not present.” The 

examples above suggest that the reason for its absence was loss of broken tone as part of right dominant tone sandhi. 

 

It appears that this tonation is in decline. Of 19 other Taizhou speakers investigated, a few – from sites in Xianju county – 

showed larygealisation only in the upper tone. The remainder – including speakers from Huangyan county where the 

tonation was originally documented – have none. 

 
 

15. LONGQUAN CITATION TONES and TRUNCATION BREAKING 
 

Like the Taizhou varieties just discussed, the dialect of Lóngquán龙泉shows mid-Rhyme tone breaking, but in a different 

historical tone (it can also be heard in varieties in Qingyuan county further south). The breaking affected Taizhou tones of 

the historical Middle Chinese *shang category, in Longquan the tone affected is the *yinping. Longquan also has breaking 

behaviour associated with truncated tones in tone sandhi which is unusual for Wu. Longquan varieties belong to the Chuqu 

linguistic area, specifically the Quzhou sub-area which lies in the south-west. Its location is shown in fig. 1.  

 

The Longquan speaker described was recorded by Prof. Ballard in 1988, when he was 20 years old. Table 15.1 gives 

examples of his citation tones, where the broken examples are transcribed with a superscript [
ʔ
], chosen following Moisik 

& Esling (2011: table 2). It also gives the tone values for Longquan in Fu et al. (1985: 111) and Cao (2002: facing page 

100). As can be seen, although the two sources are exactly the same, there is only some agreement in pitch values with 

Ballard’s speaker, and neither source mentions phonation type associated with tone.  

 

Fig. 15.1 shows the acoustics of the speaker’s seven citation tones according to Truncation and Register. It can be seen that 

the first upper register non-truncated tone shows an abrupt drop, and then recovery, in mid Rhyme. This is the broken tone. 

  

       

Figure 14.11. Spectrograms of disyllabic words with broken tones on both morphemes showing loss of breaking effect 

on word-initial tone in sandhi.  Top row = upper register broken tone on word-final syllable: left = [tsəʊ k 
ʔ
ʊ    ] 走狗 

running dog, right = [d a ʊ tsʰa
ʔ
ʊ    ]  稻草  rice straw. Bottom row = lower register broken tone on word-final syllable: 

left = [ke za
ʔ
ʊ     ] 改造 rebuild, right = [mɔ d ɔ 

ʔ
ŋ 332.2312]  马桶  toilet. 
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Table 15.1. Phonetically transcribed examples of Longquan citation tones. 

 

Longquan speaker 
Fu et al. 

(1985) 

Cao 

(2002) 

mid broken dɐ 
ʔ
ŋ  东 east fi

ʔ
i 飞 fly 335 335 

high fall dɐ ŋ 懂 understand mɑ 马 horse 52 52 

mid rise dɐ ŋ 冻 cold ɕɪ  信 letter 44 44 

short stopped high  d  ɯˀ 竹 bamboo ʨʰyɔ ˀ    出 go out 54 54 

low fall dɐ  ŋ 同 with d   长 long 211 211 

low rise dɐ ŋ 洞 cave dɪ  电 electricity 113 113 

short stopped low rise  d   ˀ 毒 poison ɔ ˀ    学 study 23 23 

 

 

Figure 15.1.:  Acoustics of seven citation tones from a Longquan speaker illustrating breaking in the upper 

register mid tone. Vertical axis = fundamental frequency (Hz), horizontal axis = duration (csec.) 

 

 TRUNCATION 

non-truncated truncated 

REGISTER 

upper 

 

lower 

 

 

Fig 15.2 shows illustrative acoustics of the mid broken tone in [fi
ʔ
i] 飞 fly and [tɐ 

ʔ
ŋ] 东 east. The broken portion in mid 

Rhyme is clear in both, with modal voice being restored towards the end of the rhyme. As with Taizhou broken tones, the 

effect on vocal fold vibration depends on the vowel height. The creaky portion with the high vowel shows just a drop in 

amplitude, with minimal jitter and shimmer, and F0 extracted with little problem. The broken phonation with the low vowel 

shows much greater damping, with considerable jitter and shimmer and poor F0 extraction. These acoustic effects are the 

same as observed in Taizhou broken tones, and their cause is presumably the same – momentary vertical damping 

associated with ventricular incursion. 
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Figure 15.2. Wideband spectrograms of Longquan mid broken tone. Left = [fi

ʔ
i] 飞 fly, right = [tɐ 

ʔ
ŋ] 东 east. 

 

Truncation in Longquan citation tones is realised in the same multidimensional way as in other varieties discussed, by 

phonation offset, Rhyme duration, vowel quality and number of contrasts. Longquan truncated tones show different 

behaviour in tone sandhi, however, with preservation of their glottal-stop in mid Rhyme. This is described below in the 

second on tone sandhi.  

 

Typical of some southern Wu varieties, the Longquan speaker only has a two-way contrast in obstruent stops based on 

aspiration (Steed 2005: 17-20). This means, unlike most of Wu, obstruent stops are not distributed with respect to upper 

and lower register, and so there is no Onset correlation with the registers. There are typical correlations with register in 

pitch, but as far as correlation of register with phonation type is concerned, it appears weak. Slightly breathy or lax voice 

may be heard on some low register tones, but I cannot hear any difference in phonation type for low back vowels, although 

the acoustics parallel differences described for other sites above, i.e. more energy around the fundamental and at higher 

frequencies above about 1.5 kHz.  

 

As far as pitch is concerned, fig. 15.1 shows a clear partitioning of upper and lower register tones into upper and lower 

halves of the speaker’s F0 range, around a mid-point of about 140 Hz. The exception of course is the broken mid tone, with 

values lying mostly in the lower half of the range. F0 onset will of course also define the registers.  

 

For two pairs, the upper and lower register tones are related by depression and thus have the same target. Thus the 

truncated tones have a high (H) target and the mid rise and delayed low rise have a MH target. The remaining pair – the 

mid broken and low falling tones – are clearly not related by depression, but have the same relationship as in Huzhen and 

Pingyang. Their targets are therefore M and ML. The high falling tone has a HL target. There is no lower register 

counterpart to this tone as it has merged historically with the upper register tone. 

 

15.1 Tone breaking behaviour in tone sandhi 

Longquan has right-dominant tone sandhi: tone on the word-final syllable is preserved, but changes take place to tones on 

syllables closer to the beginning of the word. On word-final syllables, then, the broken tone is preserved. On word-initial 

syllables in disyllabic words, however, it is lost, the tone acquiring a mid level pitch (Steed 2006). An example is given at 

[15.1], which shows the disyllabic word [fi tsɿ
ʔ
ɿ    ] 飞机 aeroplane, the constituent morphemes of which both carry  mid 

creaky tones (the first morpheme { fi
ʔ
i   飞 fly} was illustrated above, in the left panel of fig 60.). It can be seen that the 

creak on the first syllable has been lost and its pitch is now mid level.  

 

[fi tsɿ
ʔ
ɿ    ] 飞机 aeroplane    <   {fi

ʔ
i  ] 飞 fly } + {tsɿ

ʔ
ɿ   机 machine }                         [15.1] 

 

Fig. 15.3 shows a spectrogram of this word. No creak is evident on the first syllable, which has a reasonably stable F0 in 

the speaker’s mid F0 range, whereas the word-final syllable tone is broken and shows the by now familiar abruptly falling-

rising F0 trajectory, drop in amplitude and increased jitter and shimmer. 
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Figure 15.3. Wideband spectrogram with superimposed F0 of the word [fi tsɿ

ʔ
ɿ    ] 飞机 aeroplane, showing loss of 

broken tone on word-initial syllable in tone sandhi. X axis = duration (csec.) Y-axes: left = spectrographic frequency (Hz), 

right = F0 (Hz). 

 

15.2 Truncation behaviour in tone sandhi 

It was pointed out above in section 3 on truncation that truncated syllables in Wu typically lose their final glottal stop in 

close juncture while retaining their short vowel. As can be seen from fig. 15.1 and table 15.1 above, Longquan has 

unremarkable truncated syllables in isolation. Their vowels are short and have glottal stop offset, and they occur in both 

registers. In non-final position in a word, however, what sounds like breaking appears in mid Rhyme. (The one exception is 

in combinations of two lower register truncated tones, where there is no breaking.)  

 

[kʊə
ʔ
ə kʰɔ

ʔ
ʊ    ] 骨科 orthopedics  <    {kʊə

ʔ
   骨bone} + {kʰɔʔʊ    科 machine }                      [15.2] 

 

At [15.2] is shown an example of a disyllabic word with an upper register truncated tone on the first syllable: [kʊə
ʔ
ə kʰɔ

ʔ
ʊ   

 ] 骨科 orthopaedics. It is as if the glottal stop offset on the first syllable [kʊə
ʔ 
 ] 骨bone appears to be preserved, but 

timed slightly earlier – that is, before the end of the Rhyme – when the morpheme appears before the word-final syllable. 

That this is not due to some kind of anticipation of the breaking in the following syllable is shown by the example at [15.3], 

which shows, in the word [d  ˀɯ ɕ ɔɐ    ] 毒蛇 poisonous snake, a truncated tone before a word-final morpheme with the 

non-broken low falling tone.  

[d  ˀɯ ɕ ɔɐ    ] 毒蛇 poisonous snake  <  {d  ɯˀ   毒 poison} + {ɕ ɔɐ   蛇 snake }                      [15.3] 

 

Spectrograms of the words at [15.2] and [15.3] are shown in fig. 15.4. The acoustic effect of breaking in the middle of the 

truncated tone Rhyme is evident in the quick drop and recovery of F0 in the example in the left panel, and in the much 

more drastic drop with jitter and shimmer, followed again by recovery in the right hand panel. These effects are presumably 

again attributable to the same ventricular loading already hypothesised above for the Longquan mid tone and Taizhou 

broken tones. The spectrograms show that it needs to be very quick, as the truncated tone Rhymes are already short. 
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16. SUMMARY 

This chapter set out to describe the interaction between tonal pitch and phonation type in Wu dialects. In order to do this, 

data was adduced from speakers of nine varieties widely distributed across Zhejiang province, representing five of the 

seven different linguistic areas of Wu. The data was analysed phonetically and phonologically to show how the structure of 

Wu citation tones is best understood in terms of three intersecting dimensions of truncation, register and target. Different, 

non-modal phonation types could then be understood as one of the realisations of the register dimension, thus leaving a 

relatively simple system of tonal targets which interact with the phonation types to result in Wu’s complex tonal pitch 

phenomena. Crucial evidence for this is the loss of non-modal phonation type in non-word initial syllables in the Taihu 

varieties, demonstrated for Zhenhai in section 12. This, then, is the model which makes most probable the variety of 

observations linking tonal pitch, phonation type, and segmental structure and realisation.  

 

Several non-modal phonation types were demonstrated acoustically in the lower register tones, all making use of 

compression at two different laryngeal levels. The most common, whispery voice, and its growly embellishment, have in 

common epilaryngeal compression and a relatively open glottis. Glottal stop and creaky voice, which participate in 

truncation and different degrees of tone breaking, are manifestations of ventricular incursion. Falsetto is also found as a 

possible upper register phonation type in addition to modal voice. 

 

The commonest interaction between phonation type and target was depression, whereby lower register tones have the same 

tonal target as their upper register counterparts but with a lowered pitch onset. Common pairing-by depression is found 

between upper register high falling tones and lower register mid fall or rise-fall tones; between upper register mid dipping 

and lower register delayed low rising tones; and between upper register level and lower register low rising tones. A less 

common relationship was where the lower register tone was simply an overall lower version of the pitch of the upper. Both 

types of relationship can be found in the same variety. 

 

In addition to phonation type, it was shown that register is reflected in segmental structure and realisation of syllable 

Onsets. It would be interesting to see to what extent register is also reflected in vowel quality. This would be predicted in 

some vowels from the epilaryngeal constriction common to lower register phonation.  

 

This all characterises Wu varieties typologically as tone languages with register, rather than just tone languages tout court. 

In Wu the linguistic category of tone, far from being a simple case of pitch variation is interwoven with phonation type and 

segmental structure. It is a constellation of audibly different properties, with pitch predominating but also including length, 

phonation type, and other concomitant phonotactic structuring, that constitutes observation data for further phonological 

analysis. This is not a new insight. The pervasive co-occurrence of many features in the Shanghai citation monosyllable 

was emphasised many years ago by Sherard (1972: 51-57, 1980), who pointed out there is no unique way of interpreting 

the resulting complementary distribution in terms of conditioned and conditioning features within a phonemic framework.  

Zhu (1999, 2012) also continues the tradition with his work on tone and register. 

 

Language changes: this, at least, we know. If it did not, we would not have the fascinating variations on the tonation theme 

described above. But change also has its downside: it can result in simplification, and loss of variation. We have seen in 

section 14 that Taizhou broken tonation is in apparent decline. And growl too, may be on the way out. Some Wu varieties 

             
Figure 15.4.  Wideband spectrograms with superimposed F0 showing Longquan breaking on penultimate upper and 

lower register truncated tones. Left = before mid broken tone in the word [kʊə
ʔ
ə kʰɔ

ʔ
ʊ    ] 骨科 orthopedics, right = 

before low falling tone in the word [d  ˀɯ ɕ ɔɐ    ] 毒蛇 poisonous snake. X axis = duration (csec.) Y-axes: left = 

spectrographic frequency (Hz), right = F0 (Hz). 
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have lost truncation. Tonal change, some of it age-related, has been documented for several sites in northern Wu (Zhang 

2014). There is also evidence that young Shanghai speakers are losing or have lost their breathy voice phonation (Gao & 

Hallé 2013), and are presumably reinterpreting register-conditioned pitch as purely tonal. A large proportion of the data 

presented in this chapter comes from speakers recorded at least thirty years ago. A final caveat, therefore: non-

contemporaneity of the material probably means that the chapter’s findings do not represent the current state of affairs, 

which is likely to be less complicated for younger speakers. Sic transit gloria varietatis linguae sonorum. 
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